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Guess 

how 

much 

Read this carefully, then see if you can guess the 

actual price of this sparkling new Truvox recorder. 

What's the new recorder that everyone's talking about ? The 
Truvox 'Series 40'. Why ? Because this brilliant new model has 
at last brought really professional TR standards within the reach 
of every serious amateur. 
Beautifully compact and portable, the Truvox 'Series 40' still 
gives big-recorder performance, its trouble-free all-transistor 
circuitry, modular construction, accommodating a large speaker 
gives a full 3 watts undistorted output. And that's powerful. 
It takes 7' reels without overhang, so tapes can be left in place 
during transport; offers three tape speeds of 74, 3i and 1| i.p.s. 
and gives the choice of 2 or 4 track recording. 
All the components are exactly the same as those used in even 
our most expensive professional models and, although some of 
the more complicated features required solely for studio work 

are eliminated, nothing has been spared to bring truly 
professional standards to this superb recorder. Even the 'magic 
eye' found in most popular recorders has been replaced with 
a professional V.U. recording level meter ! 
And yet with all this extra performance, extra quality and extra 
versatility, the Truvox 'Series 40' is simplicity itself to operate. 
It all adds up to the PSP Factor—that unique balancing of 
Performance, Styling and Price which is built into everything 
that Truvox make. 
NOW-TAKE A GUESS AT THE PRICE. 70 guineas? 59 guineas? 65 
guineas ? Well, by the sight and sound of it, the Truvox 'Series 
40' should certainly be somewhere in this price range. But 
remember that this amazing new recorder is a real break-through 
in TR design and development the first professional 
recorder with an amateur price tag! 
Give up? Turn to the small ads on PageS54and read the one 
headed 'Series 40'. And then head smartly for your nearest 
Truvox dealer! 

The new Truvox 

SERIES 40 
TRUVOX LTD ■ NEASDEN LANE • LONDON NW10 ■ TEL: DOLLIS HILL 8011 

TRUVOX 
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LEWISHAM Where ever you live in Great Britain 
it's easy to visit NuSound ! 

Whatever your means of transport or point of arrival, be it 
Oxford Circus. Kings Cross or Liverpool Street Stations 
there is a NuSound showroom within easy reach. The 
position of each showroom has been carefully selected to be 
just a few minutes away from these well known Central 
London Landmarks. 

HOURS OF BUSINESS 
OXFORD CIRCUS : Monday to Friday 9 a.m. co 5.30 p.m. Saturday 
9 a.m. to I p.m. 
BISHOPSGATE: Monday to Friday 9 a.m. co 6 p.m. Closed all day 
Saturday. Open Sunday 9.30 a.m. to 2 p.m. 
KINGS CROSS, STRATFORD. LEWISHAM. EAST HAM : 
Monday to Saturday 9 a.m. to 6 p.m. Halfday Thursday. 

TRAVEL FREE TO NUSOUND 
To all our customers residing outside the Greater London Area, 
NuSound offer a unique Free Travel facility. Simply write today 
to our Oxford Circus Showroom (Dept. FTV) for full details by 
return post. 
YOU CAN SAVE £££££££  
Not only will you see (and hear) the biggest collection of brand 
new tape recorders at NuSound, but you'll also find a wonderful 
selection of used and shop soiled tape recorders in first-class 
condition. And all at substantially reduced prices. 
In some coses you can save over 50% of the usual price. 

OVER 1.000 MODELS 

ON DISPLAY 
They're all here . . . every kind of Tape Recorder and Hi-F' 

unit on the market. Nowhere else can you see such an all 
embracing display as that which awaits you at NuSound. 

As Britain's largest Tape Recorder and Hi-Fi sales organisation 
with over 10 years experience in this specialised field NuSound 
have built up a reputation that is "second to none". 

Only from NuSound can you obtain the benefits of all these 
invaluable features—The most comprehensive range of equip- 
ment on display in this country, expert staff, free technical 
advice, immediate demonstration of any model, the finest after 
sales servicing available. 

9 SPECIALIST ADVICE FREELY AVAILABLE. 

9 THE FINEST AFTER SALES SERVICING. 

% ATTRACTIVE EASY H.P. TERMS. 

# HIGHEST PART-EXCHANGE 
ALLOWANCES. 

MAONATAPE P A N V 4Kc////f/speaj/tste 
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THIS MONTH'S imm FEATURE 

Brenell Hrenell 

% 

MARK 5 
SERIES 3 

«• 
o 

MARKS 
TYPE M—SERIES 3 

•(S? 

STB 2 

BRENELL MARK 5 Scries 3 4 speed (If, 3J, 7{ 
and IS i.p.s.) mono cape recorder, 3 Papsc motors, 
low wow and fluccer concent, 8iin. dia. reels, fasc 
rewind (l,200fc. in60sees.) 

Price : 74 gns. 

BRENELL MARK S Type M Series 3 Mono cape 
recorder as Series 3 but with separate record and 
playback heads and amplifiers, also separate bass 
and treble controls. Recordinslevel meter. 

Price : 93 gns. 

BRENELL STB2 Mono/itereo, h>U track 
(record/playback), quarter track (playback), four 
heads, two edgewise meters. Designed primarily 
for use with high fidelity stereo installations. 

Price: £150 

(All models available for use with spool sizes up to 10^" NAB. at extra cost) 

In co-operation with BRENELL ENGINEERING CO. LTD.. we are featuring in all our showrooms during the next four 
weeks the complete BRENELL range. See and hear these wonderful recorders demonstrated under ideal listening 
conditions. Our expert staff with their extensive knowledge and experience will be pleased to assist you in selecting 

the BRENELL recorder which best suits your individual requirements. 

Come and inspect the special NuSound display 

of the complete Brenell range 

To every NUSOUND customer purchasing a BRENELL tape recorder BRENELL ENGINEERING 
CO. LTD.,are by special arrangements with NUSOUND extending an open invitation to enjoy a conducted 
tour of the BRENELL factory followed by a lecture and demonstration given by that well known 
personality of the tape recorder world Mr. Raine. 

Why not visit a NUSOUND showroom today, purchase your BRENELL and avail yourself of this 
unique opportunity of seeing at first hand the very high standard of workmanship, quality control and 
genuine craftsmanship that goes into every BRENELL product. 

AMm m - m , _ M i 
/wU-inunu { 
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EMITAPE 

SETS A NEW SOUND STANDARD 

fi 

/A 

IX 
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NEW TAPE 
NEW EMITAPE the most advanced magnetic recording tape 
In the world. Automated control and rigid Inspection at all 
stages of manufacture, using the most specialised equipment 
in the latest magnetic tape factory in Europe, ensures that every 
reel of the new range of EMITAPE is of superlative quality for 
your recorder. 
New magnetic oxide coating techniques, combined with new 
high strength polyester base films, provide: 
* WIDER FREQUENCY RANGE ★ IMPROVED UNIFORMITY 
★ GREATER STRENGTH ★ SUPER LONG-LIFE 
-together with all the long established EMITAPE features 
acknowledged by the BBC and other leading broadcasting and 
recording organisations throughout the world. 

NEW PACKS 

All four grades of EMITAPE-Standard, Long, Double, and the 
new Triple Play are packed in special dustproof library cases at 
No Extra Cost. These library cases have the added advantage 
of being self-standing for compact storage and transparent for 
easy reference. 
TRY THE NEW EMITAPE NOW! 

EMITARE 

The tape that stands on Its own 

AT YOUR LOCAL DEALER NOW 

Send off this coupon now for a leaflet giving 
full details of NEW EMITAPE. 
NAME   

ADDRESS  

E.M.I. TAPE LIMITED • HAYES ■ MIDDLESEX 
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tape recorder 

INCORPORATING 'SOUND AND CINE' 

EDITOR JOHN CRABBE 
NEWS EDITOR DAVID KIRK 
ADVERTISEMENT MANAGER ROBIN WELLS 
Editorial and Advertising offices 
LINK HOUSE, DINGWALL AVENUE, CROYDON, SURREY 
Telephone MUNicipal 2599 (12 lines) 

@ Link House Publications Limited, 1965. All rights reserved. 

slow rewind is an almost universal feature of single-motor deck designs. 
Similarly, one would not expect a recorder to stop dead from a one- 
minute rewind (for the same tape length and thickness). Perhaps the 
Consumers' Association will angle a similar accusation at us when we 
say that it is all too easy for the professional critic to criticise. 

Which? included instruction booklets in its survey and found that 
these were insubstantial on most of the Continental models. We agree 
that multi-lingual instructions can be a nightmare to read, but would 
be only too pleased to see more British manufacturers taking some 
trouble over such small points as language when exporting tape 
recorders (or anything else). 

Only one manufacturer was found to supply what appeared to be 
consistently faulty equipment; two identical recorders bought under 
different trade-marks were found to have inaccurately aligned heads. 

Having the advantage that we can occasionally handle equipment 
for a period after it has been reviewed, our personal feelings as to /I 
versus B are sometimes modified with the passage of time. Perhaps the 
Which? report does lack the detailed performance measurements we 
try to provide, but its advice is no less sound at a 'field trial' sort of 
level. Our private, and their published, views are nearly identical. A 
twelve-month subscription to Which? costs thirty shillings; the 
November issue alone is almost worth that. 

editorial 

TO THE CONSUMERS' association, publishers of the magazine Which?, 
we extend our warmest congratulation. Their November 1965 
publication contains the most comprehensive, honest, accurate and 
down-to-earth survey of domestic tape recorders that we have ever seen. 
Past experience in preparing such surveys has not been forgotten and 
the Association cannot be accused of repeating earlier mistakes. On 
this occasion, twenty-one mains-powered recorders with retail prices 
between £25 and £45 were subjected to a comprehensive series of 
electrical and practical tests. The results were printed, complete with a 
resumd of the recording process, in a manner that could have been 
understood by anyone ; as we are all too well aware, this in itself is no 
mean accomplishment. 

Considerable thought must have been given to the original selection 
of machines tested in the Which? report, for they do seem to reflect 
comparative design popularity—in so far as this can be estimated when 
few manufacturers will release their sales figures. It may seem a little 
thoughtless that nearly half the recorders tested employ BSR tape 
decks, but glancing an eye over almost any High Street electrical 
retailer's window shows that this is by no means an excessive fraction. 
Six of the twenty-one tested machines were produced on the European 
mainland, while four of the British models incorporate mechanisms 
designed specifically for the manufacturer ; three of these were from 
the same group of companies. 

It was gratifying to find that our own views were reflected in the 
Which? findings. This rather suggests that production tolerances 
between recorders of the same design are narrower than manufacturers' 
published comments on some of our past reviews would have us think. 
A particularly interesting factor revealed by the photographs in the 
report was that external appearance is a good guide to quality of 
performance ; with some notable exceptions (and remembering that 
we are merely expressing a biased journalistic opinion) the law of the 
audio jungle seems to be—the uglier the better I 

None of the equipment tested fell down really badly, and it was 
mildly reassuring that the model named as best in many respects was, 
in fact, the most expensive of the twenty-one. Also, the machine 
awarded the honour of being good value for money was at the bottom 
end of the price scale. 

The report concerned itself with technical performance—frequency 
response, wow-and-flutter and background noise—and also with 
operating convenience. It was not clear whether wow and flutter had 
been assessed by ear, or measured electrically, but not one of the 
tested recorders received really high praise for temporary or long-term 
speed consistency. 

All recorders but one were found to have efficient brakes, though the 
exception was praised for its comparatively fast wind. We feel the 
allowance of three-and-a-half minutes to rewind a SJin. reel of LP tape 
was a little excessive to qualify for the term 'adequate', but admit that 
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COVER PICTURE 
"It's not what you do, but the way that you do it," 
quoted Alec Tutchlngs alter describing the superficially ordinary 
electronic and mechanical design of the Tandberg 36. 
during its review in 1962, The meticulous testing and alignment 
that impressed him in those days have by no means fallen 
foul of currently increasing demands in mass production. Our 
cover shows the take-up torque of a 
Series 7 undergoing measurement. 

SUBSCRIPTION RATES 
Annual subscription to Tape Recorder and its associated 
journal Hi-fi News are 30s. and 32s. 6d. respectively in the U.K. 
Overseas rates are 32s. 6d. (U.S.A. $4.50) for each 
magazine, from Link House Publications Ltd., Dingwall 
Avenue, Croydon, Surrey. 
Tape Recorder is published on the 14lh of the preceding 
month unless that date falls on a Sunday, when it appears 
on the Saturday. 
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another 

perfect recording 

is being 

made  

on Philips tape, naturally. Soon the 
tape will be filled with melodies, 
happy memories. Pleasure for years 
to come - perfectly stored on the 
perfect tape, ft has high resistance 
to stretching, snapping, tearing. It has 
powerful magnetic coat adhesion for 
durability. It has polished magnetic 
coating for minimum head wear, 
maximum tape-head contact. It has 
high remanence, high sensitivity, low 
noise level. It gives lasting high 
quality performance. Even the box it 
comes in is built to last. Designed 
like a book for easy storage, it has 
a title space on the spine, and 
is colour coded to indicate type. 
It pays to get the best. Ask for 
Philips tape by name, whatever 
your recorder. 

Choose green for standard play, red 
for long play, blue for doubio play, 
grey tor triple play. 

#3 PHILIPS 

PHILIPS ELECTRICAL LTD • CENTURY HOUSE • SHARESBURY AVENUE • LONDON WC2 
(PTHOiaj) 
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world of tape 

IT WILL LAST FOR A YEAR 
HOW many I2in. LP gramophone records can I get on four tracks 

of a 3in. spool of Quadruple Play tape at $ i/s? Will a lOiin. 
reel of Standard Play accommodate a transcription of a seventeen- 
minute telephone conversation at 30 i/s ? Whether you cram or you 
stretch, the Audio Diary stands alone in the range and detail of the 
information it offers. For the first time, the amateur and professional 
tape man will be able to pocket the data his memory could not be 
expected to hold. Spool-size/tape-length/playing-time tables, using an 
original and quick cross-reference system, are published in greater 
detail than will be found anywhere else. Nowhere will you see such 
concise and accurate description of track dimensions, tape replay 
curves, frequency, wavelength and pitch, equipment matching and 
interconnecting, VHF and FM aerials, Decibels, speaker placing and 
crossovers, composers' nationalities and dates, circuit symbols and 
audio abbreviations ... to name but a few of the subjects covered. 

The Audio Diary is no weighty tome and fits neatly in an inside 
pocket. Nevertheless, over 50 pages of reference data are included, 
plus a standard diary section, for a selling price of 7s. 6d. including 
postage. Postal orders or cheques should be addressed to : Link 
House Publications Ltd., Link House, Dingwall Avenue, Croydon, 
Surrey. This being its first year of publication, the Diary is not 
obtainable from newsagents or bookstalls, though larger print order 
and more extensive distribution may follow next year. 

a 

TANDBERG 
MINI-LAB 

TANDBERG MINI-LAB 
ELSTONE Electronics, who have for some time supplied equip- 

ment for language tuition and general educational purposes, are 
now handling the Tandberg Mini-Lab, a version of the Model 72B. 
The Mini-Lab has several features intended specifically for the educa- 
tional market including a safety lock to prevent erasure of a pre- 
recorded master track, a substantial accessory compartment within 
a wooden cabinet, and GPO jack input and output connections. 
The latter connections have become more or less standard in the 
educational field, even if not in general audio circles. Mini-Labs 
are being sold direct to educational bodies for £120, but are not 
available to private individuals or through retail channels. 

DANSETTE TAKE OVER PERDIO 
HARD on the heels of their entry into the tape recording field, 

with the introduction of a three-speed tape recorder, Perdio Elec- 
tronics Ltd. found themselves in a state of liquidation. It has been 
announced, however, that the company is being taken over by Danselle 
Products Ltd., subject to the approval of the Official Receiver. 

NEXT MONTH 
The February issue of Tape Recorder will be published on Friday, 
Nth January and will Include a field test of the Hammond M.100 
condenser microphone, prepared by M. F. Woodward, and reviews of 
the Philips EL 3552 and Ampex 863 recorders. G. T. Rogers will describe 
some general principles of microphones, while L. J. Bishop details 

construction of a low-price stereo tape replay preamplifier. 

l=i 

L-Sc= 

BBC COVER THE CONTEST 
EXCERPTS from prize winning tapesinthe International Recording 

Contest, with a linking commentary by Douglas Brown, were 
broadcast at 9.30 p.m., 3rd November, on the BBC Home Service. 
Listeners, enthusiasts amongst them, must have been surprised by the 
incredibly high standard of the tapes, many of which were indistin- 
guishable, in terms of quality, from professional recordings. Language 
proved no barrier to enjoyment of tapes produced overseas, which 
included material from Switzerland, South Africa, Germany and 
Holland, An intriguing recording by John Bradley proved a very 
effective demonstration of how subject shyness may be conquered. 
The programme conveyed, with interviews of several successful 
enthusiasts, both the meaning and the means of creativity. 

NEW RANGE OF TAPE RECORDS 
PRODUCED on Lyrec duplicating equipment, the Tempotape tape 

records now being handled by A. C. Farnell are claimed to be of 
exceptionally high standard and very low price. Recorded on one track 
only at 3i i/s, the tapes are 600ft. in length and retail at 21s. A full list 
of titles is available from: A. C. Farnell Ltd., Hereford House, North 
Court, Vicar Lane, Leeds, 2. 

MUSIC BEFORE DINNER 
A SINGLE Grundig tape recorder has, until recently, brought 

pleasure to an audience of some 4,000 at a Christmas Dinner 
Factory inFarnborough. The audience, in this case, consistedof a large 
number of turkeys who, on still nights before the approaching slaughter, 
were frequently frightened by the atmosphere of desolation and some- 
times ran wild. Music and speech, recorded by Mr. Chapman, owner of 
the Easedalc Turkey Farm, were relayed from the recorder through a 
number of remote loudspeakers. In this way, he was able to obtain a 
higher selling price for the birds, which showed no sign of the bruising 
or scratching that they previously inflicted on each other when fright- 
ened. Mr. Chapman is experimenting further with his equipment and 
next year's Christmas Dinner may have enjoyed other forms of pro- 
gramme material from an endless tape cassette. 
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FIG. 4 COMPLETE MATCHING UNIT 

IN ordinary domestic tape recording the microphone normally 
employed is a crystal type, for reasons of economy and sensitivity. 

One disadvantage of a crystal microphone is its high impedance. This 
excludes the use of long leads or a transistorised mixing unit after the 
microphone. In order to match the crystal microphone to a lower 
impedance we can use either a matching transformer or a transistorised 
matching unit. This article describes the development of three different 
matching units. The start of our development is the simple emitter- 
follower circuit of fig. I. In order to obtain a reasonable gain from the 
transistor, we must operate with a collector current of about 1mA. 
Suppose we make the emitter -6.8V and lc equal 1mA. Then R1 
will need to be 6.8K. If we neglect the shunting effect of R2 and R3, 
the input impedance of our circuit is given by : 

Zin=Pi x R1 where Px is the transistor current gain. 
If we take the minimum (3 cf the 2G302 as 45 times, then we obtain: 

Zin— Px x R1 =6.8K x 45 = 306K. 
In practice Rl is reduced in value because it is shunted by a load 

resistor, and R2 and R3 also reduce the input impedance. Clearly we 
cannot obtain a very high input impedance (which needs to be of the 
order of 1M) with this simple circuit. How can we improve it? By 
reducing the collector current of TrI, we can increase RI, which helps. 
Unfortunately the transistor current gain now reduces with the decrease 
in collector current, so we are still not much better off. We can, how- 
ever, use two transistors in cascade, as shown in fig. 2. 

Suppose we take R| as 6.8K, then as far as the emitter of Tr2 is 
6.8K concerned its effective load is —-— or 3.4K, When this is reflected 

back to the base of Tr2 it becomes R x or 3.4 x 45K or 153K. We 
are using a silicon transistor for Trl so that we can keep its collector 
current low. Let us make R4=68K, so that Trl passes IOOuA. The 
effective loadatTrl's emitter is 68K in parallel with 153K, or 47K. 
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THREE CIRCUITS 

FOR TRANSISTORISED 

HIGH TO LOW 

IMPEDANCE 

MATCHING UNITS 

BY A. FOORD 

Then, neglecting R2 and R3, our input impedance Zin is 47 x fijK. 
Now because our collector current is only lOOnA, Px will be about 30 
times. Then : Zin = 30 x 47K = 1.4M. 

This is a minimum value, based on minimum gain transistors. In 
practice Zin may well be higher than this. We have achieved an input 
impedance of the order we require, and must consider the values of 
R2 and R3. Trl passes IOO|iA so that with a P of 30 the base current 
of Trl is 3.3i;A. Allowing for the base-emitter voltage drops of Trl 
and Tr2, the junction of R2 and R3 will be approximately -7.8V. 

Then R2 needs to be ——K or 140K. 
0.03 

We need go no further to see that these values of R2 and R3 will 
have a disastrous effect on our computed input impedance. What we 
would like to do is to decrease the shunt effect of R2 and R3 to AC 
signals, while retaining their DC bias values. This can be done by the 
technique known as 'boot-strapping'. This is illustrated in fig. 3, 
where C1 and R5 arc the components added to fig. 2. Its effect can 
easily be seen. Suppose we apply a IV signal to the base of Trl. If we 
take for the moment R5 as zero, then IV appears across R2 and R3 
as in the previous case of fig. 2. If we now take R5 as 100K, then a 
different set of conditions exists. For IV applied to the base of Trl 
we will have an in-phase signal of 0.9V at Tr2's emitter due to the 
emitter-follower action of Trl and Tr2. There will also be a corres- 
ponding voltage at the junction of R2/R3/R5 due to Cl. This means 
that for an input voltage of IV the effective signal voltage across R5 is 
1_0.9=0.1V. 

From the signal point of view, R5 has become ten times its original 
value and now represents IM to signal voltages. It is this value which 
appears in parallel with our calculated value of input impedance. 
The figures used in these examples, achieved with an arrangement like 
fig. 3, can be over 1M. There is only one small point before I can give 

a complete circuit: the input impedance will fall off at the high end of 
the audio band due to the internal capacitance of the transistors. The 
boot-strapping of Trl'scollector will help to offset this capacitance, and 
extend the midband impedance to 20 Kc/s or so. 

For the resulting complete circuit of fig. 4, performance details are : 
Input impedance greater than 1M from 20 c/s to 10 Kc/s. 
Input impedance greater than 750K at 20 Kc/s. 
Maximum output voltage = 250mV with I0K load. 
In leading up to the circuit of fig. 4, we have used two p-n-p tran- 

sistors in a boot-strapped circuit, where the boot-strap connection 
provides signal feedback to the input. By using a p-n-p and an n-p-n 
transistor, the simpler arrangement of fig. 5 is possible. The signal is 
fed into Tr5 which acts as a common-emitter amplifier. From Tr5 the 

signal feeds into the n-p-n transistor Tr6 which also acts as a common- 
emitter amplifier. From the collector of Tr6 the signal passes to the 
output and also to R15. The signal from the input across R15, due to 
the emitter-follower action of Tr5, is in antiphase to the amplifier 
signal received via Tr6. From input to output the transistors act as an 
amplifier with 100% negative feedback which gives an overall gain of 
one and a high input impedance. Again, the bias resistors are boot- 
strapped via Cl. 

The disadvantage with this circuit is that above a few Kc/s, the loop 
gain drops, and input impedance falls rapidly. The transistors specified 
in fig. 5 were used because they are readily available, but constructors 
wishing to improve on the HF performance of fig. 5 should consider 
using more expensive RF transistors. Transistor Tr5 should be 
silicon because of the low collector current involved. We are not 
restricted to using the p-n-p transistor first, and by using a positive rail 
we can employ an n-p-n/p-n-p arrangement. We can then use an n-p-n 
transistor such as the Fair child Clll first, and follow it with a high- 
gain p-n-p transistor. This is done in fig. 6. Here a high input imped- 
ance is achieved up to 20 Kc/s. The arrangements of fig. 5 and fig. 6 
are simpler and more compact than that of fig. 4, but do cost more. 
Performance details of fig. 5 are : 

Input impedance at 1 Kc/s is 3M, and at 20 Kc/s is 150K. 
Performance details of fig. 6 are : 
Input impedance at I Kc/s is 3M, and at 20 Kc/s is 1M. 
Fig. 6 gives a higher input impedance than fig. 4 or fig. 5, but the 

extra cost is only justified on a high quality crystal microphone. The 
leads between the microphone and the matching unit should be kept 
short, say a few feet, but the lead between the matching unit and the 
mixer or tape recorder can be long, as the matching units all have low 
output impedances. Loads of the order of 10K are suitable for the 
units, which are designed to feed into a normal common-emitter 
amplifier stage. 
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He.arth-k.LL 
:daystrom: 

The first choice 

in Hi-Fi Equipment 
One cannot compromise with high-fidelity. The only way to save money 
isj3>^buildin£dTejTiodels^yoursel^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^ 

Compare any Heathklt model 
for price, performance, quality 
Ease of assembly is guaranteed—even for (hose without previous experience—by 
the comprehensive yet simple stcp-by-step construction manuals supplied with every 
Heathkit model. 
Because you build them yourself—Heathkit units cost considerably less than 
comparable pre-assembled equipment. You cannot buy the parts any other way as 
cheaply. 
Every Heathkit product—assembled in accordance with our instruction manuals 
is guaranteed to meet published performance specifications, or your money will be 
cheerfully refunded. 
By caking advantage of our convenient credit terms—you can enjoy your model 
right away and pay for it in easy monthly instalments. 

OUR WIDE RANGE INCLUDES 2— 
AUDIO 
Cabinets, Turntable Units, Mono and Stereo Amplifiers, Pickups, Speaker Systems, 
Mono and Stereo Control Units, Tape Preamplifiers, Tape Decks, etc. 
RADIO 
AM/FM and FM Tuners, Transistor Radios. SW and Communication Receivers. 
TEST INSTRUMENTS 
A range of Audio Test, Home Workshop, Service, and Laboratory Instruments. 
MISCELLANEOUS Children's Hobby Kits, Tool Kits, Intercom, Electric Organs, and a wide range of 
Amateur Radio Gear. 

SEE THE COMPLETE HEATHKIT RANGE IN THE FREE CATALOGUE 

TAPE PRE-AMPLIFIER STEREO CONTROL UNIT AM/FM TUNER 

TAPE DECKS 

FM TUNER 

© 

MONO AMPLIFIER 
TRUVOX 

STUDIOMATIC I STEREO AMPLIFIER 
"COTSWOLD" 

FOR THE TAPE ENTHUSIAST 
'MAGNAVOX' STUDIOMATIC DECK 
A quality low-priced mono i-track unit £14 19 6 
Total price with TA-IM preamplifier £34 17 6 

Special packaged price £31 5 6 
TRUVOX D.93 DECKS 
Highest quality stereo or ^-track units (please state 
preference)  £35 15 0 
Total price with TA-IS preamplifier £62 5 0 

Special packaged price £58 10 0 
HI-FI FM TUNER, Model FM-4U (in two parts) 
Tuning unit (FMT-4U) (inch P.T.) £2 IS 0 
IF Amp and power supply. FMA-4U  £13 13 0 

Total price kit £16 8 0 
HI-FI AM/FM TUNER, Model AFM-I (in two parts) 
Tuning unit (AFM-TI) (incl. P.T.) £4 13 6 
IF Amp and power supply. AFM-AI £22 II 6 

Total price kit £27 5 0 
A tuner requires an audio amplifier 
EQUIPMENT CABINETS 
A wide range available including kits, assembled models 'left in the 
white' for finish to your own personal taste. And RECORD HOUSING 
fully finished cabinets. 

A wide range of speakers, microphones, etc. 

New Model!! 
TRANSISTOR MIXER TM-I 
A must for the tape enthusiast. Four channels 
allow recording from a wide variety of sources, 
e.g., dynamic and crystal microphones, tuners, 
record players. Kit £11 U 6 

Assembled £16 17 6 

FOR THE HI-FI ENTHUSIAST 

6 Watt QUALITY STEREO AMPLIFIER. S-33H 
With high sensitivity necessary for ceramic pickups such as 
the Decca Deram. Kit £15 17 6. Assembled £21 7 6 
18 Watt DELUXE STEREO AMPLIFIER S-99 
Within its power rating this is an outstanding amplifier. 

Kit £28 9 6. Assembled £33 9 6 
STEREO CONTROL UNIT USC-I 
With variable filter, switched rumble filter, etc. 

Kit £19 10 0. Assembled £26 10 0 
5 Watt MONO AMPLIFIER MA-5 
A reasonably priced unit. Inputs for Gram, Radio. 

Kit £10 19 6. Assembled £15 10 0 
•COTSWOLD' QUALITY SPEAKER SYSTEMS 
Full frequency range 30-20,000 c/s. 3 speaker systems. 

Kit £25 12 0. Assembled £33 17 0 
HI-FI LOW-PRICED SPEAKER SYSTEM 
Frequency range 40-16,000 c/s. Two-speaker system. 

Available (bookcase) kit £1117 6 incl. P.T. 
(with legs) kit £12 12 0 incl. P.T. 

All speakers supplied "in the white" for finish to own taste. 

New "International Class" 
40 Watt TRANSISTOR STEREO AMPLIFIER 
AA-21U Offers a realism and beauty of sound never before 
obtainable at such a competitive price. Professional, 
slim-line styling, beautiful walnut veneered cabinet. 20 transistor, 10 diode circuit. 

Kit £43 18 0. Assembled £68 16 0 

REMEMBER 'PACKAGED DEALS' SAVE YOU MONEY. All purchases of associated Hi-Fi equipment totalling over £40 at one time qualify for inclusion 

FREES 

BRITISH HEATHKIT CATALOGUE 
Many other models 
Covering a wide range, including electronic models 
for the home, workshop, service bench orlaboratory. 
'Amateur' gear. SW and Radio Receivers. 

SEND FOR DETAILS NOW ! 

70 DAYSTROM LTD. 
Without obligation, please send me 

DEPT. HT-9 
GLOUCESTER, ENGLAND 

FREE BRITISH HEATHKIT CATALOGUE 
FULL DETAILS OF MODEL(S)   
Kindly write below in BLOCK CAPITALS 

ADDRESS. 

TICK HERE 

— HT9 
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tape reviews 

CLASSICS 
JAZZ 4 FOLK 
SPOKEN WORD 

GEORGE GOODALL 
TONY FARSKY 
MAURICE PODBREY 

WAGNER OVERTURES Philharmonia Orchestra 
conducted by Otto Klemperer. 
Columbia TA-33CX 1697. 3! l/s twin-track mono. 40s. 

name of Wagner is well known even amongst people not 
X interested in music, and not without reason, for his music made 

enormous impact on music in general at the time of its composition, 
and its influence has been felt ever since. Strange, then, that his almost 
entire output was operatic, for most of the great composers have 
proved their worth in many fields. Wagner's reputation rests on some 
eleven operas and one orchestral work (the Siegfried Idyll). Concert 
goers know him through his long and powerful orchestral overtures, 
written for the operas, or the preludes introducing the acts. The 
selection given to us on this tape includes the two best known overtures. 
The Flying Duichman, and Tannhauser. 

Needless to say, the performance of the whole selection given here 
by Klemperer and the Philharmonia Orchestra is very satisfying. The 
recorded tone is warm and there is a good dynamic range. There is 
some restriction in frequency range which has a deadening effect on 
triangles and other percussion instruments. The review copy also has 
some slight patches of drop-out at the beginning of the second track. 
Even so, this is an enjoyable tape. G.G. 

GREAT ELLINGTONIANS Booty Wood, Harry Carney, 
Paul Gonsalves and others. 
World Record Club TT 479/480. 3J i/s twin-track mono. 55s. 

DURING the past forty years, musicians from the Ellington 
orchestra have recorded a large amount of very fine jazz with 

small groups. Three such groups are featured here, Booty Wood and 
his AH Stars, Harry Carney and the Duke's Men, and a group led by 
Paul Gonsalves and Harold Ashby. 

Not all the players are drawn from the Ellington band; notably 
Sir Charles Thompson, that most mainstream of pianists, contributes 
much to the excellence of the performances. Ellington material is 
restricted to Jeeps Blues, Just Squeeze Me, Hand Me Down Love and 
Five o'clock Drag, and these are the least satisfying of the sixteen items 
—the fact is that despite the presence of mainly Ellingtonians in the 
front line, the sound comes out as good straight mainstream. 

The seven numbers by the Booty Wood "All Stars' set a very high 
standard ; the ensemble playing is bright and bouncy and very well 
knit together. Booty, who joined Ellington fairly recently, shows 
himself to be an outstanding trombone player in the Ellington tradition, 
especially with the plunger mute. Many fine solos are provided by 
Shorty Baker (trumpet), Johnny Hodges (alto), Paul Gonsalves (tenor) 
and Sir Charles Thompson (piano). For Ohso, Snowstorm and Our 
Delight, two traditional trombones are added to make up a trombone 
trio required for the special arrangements written by Booty. It is not 
possible to single out any one of the 'All Star' numbers: Hang on 

There, New Cambridge Blues, 
Easin' on Down Piccadilly and 
Sunday are all fine mainstream 
performances. 

It is difficult in a short review 
to do justice to this tape, which 
has so many good things on it 
and runs for over eighty minutes: 
it is worthwhile for the 'AH 
Stars' alone. 

The Paul. Gonsalves/Harold 
Ashby group gives us some nice 
contrasts in tenor styles on 
Midnight Sun and Out of No- 
where, but it is with Kenny 

Graham's Swallowin' the Blues that this group shows up best. 
The remaining numbers by the Harry Carney group also feature 

material by British jazzmen: Stan Tracey's Baby Blue, and Rock Me 
Gently which was written specially for Harry Carney by Kenny Graham. 

Highly recommended, an excellent addition to a number of Ellington 
tapes previously issued by World Record Club. T.F. 

AT THE EMBERS Tyree Glenn (trombone and vibraphone) 
with Hank Jones (piano) and others. 
World Record Club TT 430. 32 l/s twin-track mono. 29s. 6d. 

SOME years ago Tyree's Tune, one of the items on this tape, was 
used as theme music to introduce the BBC Saturday jazz record 

half-hour. It must have become quite familiar to large numbers of 
people, but despite this plug, Tyrcc Glenn was at the time largely 
unknown. Today he may be a little better known as a result of his 
recent appearances with the Armstrong All Stars. 

Tyree's Tune is the outstanding number on this recording ; it has 
much that is typical of good jazz. It is relaxed, bright, very bouncy, 
has a touch of humour, and of 
course excellent musicianship — 
the boys sound as though they 
are having quite a ball. Well to 
the fore but not dominating the 
proceedings, is Glenn's fine 
trombone playing; his technique 
with the plunger mute being a 
hallmark of his period with 
Ellington. On the swinging ori- 
ginal Sinbad the Sailor, he plays 
some pleasing vibraphone. 

On seven of eleven numbers he 
is joined by another Ellingtonian, 
Harold Baker who also lacks due 
recognition. Baker plays some lyrical trumpet—listen to his fine 
phrasing in What Will I Tell My Heart and Too Marvellous for Words. 

The programme of swingers and ballads also includes Lonely 
Moments, After the Rain, I Thought about You and How High the 
Moon. Apart from the rather gimmicky treatment of Without a Song, 
it is all very enjoyable—the kind of recording which should give 
pleasure to jazz fans, and also to many who are not. 

An impressive rhythm section made up of Jo Jones (drums), Hank 
Jones (piano), Tommy Potter (bass) and Mary Osborne (guitar), makes 
a very big contribution to the enjoyment of this tape. Your enjoyment 
is further enhanced by the excellent balance of the recording, which 
comes across very crisply when played back through good equipment. 

T.F. 

MAHLER Symphony No 7 in 6 Minor Vienna State 
Opera Orchestra conducted by Hermann Scherchen. 
World Record Club TCM 63 64, 3J i/s twin-track mono. 

ONE often confers respect on what is not completely understood. 
This, 1 confess, is rather my attitude to Mahler's music. Here 

are no closely knit classical forms with their closely related tonalities. 
Forms are only vaguely outlined, and tonality, though diatonic, shifts 
from key-centre in often alarming directions. 

On listening to a Mahler symphony one feels as if one were being 
shown over a large, rambling stately home in a guided party. It is all 
very wonderful but one is never quite sure of one's orientation. Occa- 
sional glimpses through outside windows reveal, not the vista one 
expected, but an aspect which makes a readjustment necessary. 
Chamber follows chamber in splendid profusion, and whilst there is 
much that commands attention, often our guide seems slow of foot and 
spends over long drawing our attention to what one had noticed 
already. After being delighted by what seems a splendid piece of 
carving, we wonder if perhaps after all it were merely a plastic moulding. 
At the end of the lour one feels that it was a long route, but worth it. 
Repeated visits over the same ground provoke the same reactions— 
one is never quite sure of one's own judgement. 

This seventh symphony of Mahler's is a vast romantic structure full 
of unexpected changes of key, rhythm and texture. Mahler was. 
Bruckner's pupil for a time and obvious influences can be detected. In 
fact it is rewarding to compare this symphony directly with Bruckner's 
fourth. 

1 found the performance and recording given here both very satis- 
fying, warm sonorities being presented to one's ears with impeccable 
continuity. G.G. 
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Levels relative to Kodak P.200 tape Absolute measurement levels 

Brand 
Low frequency 

sensitivity 
High frequency 

sensitivity 
Output at 

2% distortion 

H/F response 
at 12.000 c/s 

against a 400 c/s 
reference 

Erase 
level 

Modulation 
noise 

Kodak 

P.200 Tape 

Brand 'A' 

0 

-3.5 

0 

-5.1 I C
O

 
C

O
 

o 

+ 7.1 

+ 5.5 

77.5 

75 

55 

52 

Brand 'B' -0.3 -5.0 -2.3 + 2.4 74 55 

Brand 'C -1.0 -5.7 -1.7 + 2.4 74 54.5 

Brand 'D' -2.8 -10.9 -3.5 -1 72.5 55 

Brand 'E' -1.9 -4.7 -5.0 + 4.3 76 51.5 

Brand T -0.5 -5.0 -2.9 + 2.6 78 54.5 

Brand'G' -2.3 -4.8 -3.0 + 4.6 75.5 55 

Brand 'H' -3.8 -7.5 -1.7 + 3.4 72.5 55 

See how Kodak P.200 Tape compares 

with other leading brands 

Random samples of premium-quality Double 
Play Magnetic tapes on sale in Britain have 
recently been tested and compared. 
The results demonstrate clearly that Kodak P.200 
Tape is the only tape to provide both a better 
high-frequency response and a higher output level 
without sacrificing other characteristics. The ad- 
vantages of this unique combination of features 
are obvious—whatever your recording need. 
Study the chart above carefully, then try Kodak 
Tape on your own recorder and hear the 
improvement for yourself. 

Kodak Tapes—Standard, Long, Double, Triple 
and Quadruple Play — are available through 
Kodak Photo Dealers everywhere. 

^ To Kodak Ltd., Departmcot 70, Kodak House, Kiagsway, London, W.C.2, 
Please send full details of the range of 
Kodak Sound Recording Tapes. 35 Bb.' 

m/ 

\ 

NAME.. 

ADDRESS 

._J 

Kodak sound recording tapes... the best tapes in the world 
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Some subjects warrant fifteen sixteenths Live music comes but once a year 

A hidden microphone eases tension 

TOPICfll ADVICE FROM A»MB 

the sounds 

of christmas 

t 

o 

Recorders improve the Christmas spirit 

((( i 
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■ST: 

Don't interfere with social activities 
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It's as easy 

to edit a tape 

as cover a cut- 

when you 

. * ■ y; TtMJS' 
n-y. 

- —' _ 

m ss 

To edit, splice and repair all magnetic recording tapes 

Instructions overleaf 

SIIV1PL.EJ SELF-ADHESIVE PERMANENT 
uukay-iyfe.j- 

Dry-Splice is as simple to use as sticking plaster—and in fact that's 
just how Dry-Splice works. Like sticking plaster, Dry-Splice 
needs no glue; it can be used at once, there's no waiting to dry. 
If you've got a splicer already, you can use it to Dry-Splice. But 
you don't really need it—the free applicator supplied with every 
pack will do the job perfectly well. Whether you're editing or 
repairing, you can confidently use Dry-Splice on every kind of 
tape, to give you a firm permanent join, quickly and easily. 

1 r n 
2 Kh .yl 

C 13 

3 
0nly4 11 packet 

GET 

FROM YOUR USUAL SUPPLIER 
if dilliculty with supply, wnio to 
LENNARD DEVELOPMENTS LTD. 7 SLADES HILL ENFIELD MIDDLESEX 
Telephone: KEAIs 0601 

taping 

Stle 

Waterloo 

A NOVEL USE FOR THE TAPE RECORDER 

BY DAVID HAINES 

IMAGINE you are a Victorian papa. Your many children, in their 
pretty curls and velvet suits, have few diversions. What can you 

purchase (cheaply) to keep them preoccupied ? A toy theatre. The 
various scenes and characters are cut out (using Nanny's scissors) 
from specially printed paper sheets. These cost you a penny for the 
plain and twopence for the coloured. 

Back in the twentieth century, it is difficult to realize that an industry 
once existed to meet the demands of Juvenile Drama—to give it the 
proper term. There were 48 publishers of theatrical sheets over the 
period 1811-1890. Many shops throughout the country ('theatrical 
stationers') existed entirely for selling toy theatres and accessories: 
tinsel, gelatine, colza oil, glazed calico. But the boom was over in 
1890. Few people today arc aware that Juvenile Drama ever existed. 

Fortunately, one of these quaint little shops still survives—Pollock's, 
44 Monmoulh Street, London, (V.C.2. (("If you love art, folly, and the 
bright eyes of children," wrote Robert Louis Stevenson in 1884, 
"speed to Pollock's.") 

Here are the same gay sheets, the same attractive toy theatres, the 
same scripts, of the Victorian heyday. You still have a choice of buying 
them plain—or (to quote the catalogue) "hand-coloured in the tradi- 
tional manner, using the traditional and secret paint recipes". But the 
price has been raised over the years—the cheapest theatre, complete 
with coloured characters and pantomime-script, costs 7s. 6d. 

If, like me, you are the busy parent of young children, it is worth 
supporting this trade—and harnessing tape to the child's presentation. 
The child's delight is then doubly assured. 

The Pollock issues are chiefly based on old-time melodrama, e.g.. 
Black-Eyed Susan (1829), Richard Turpin (1840), The Corsican Brothers 
(1845). Script, scenery and costume are miniature duplications of real 
performances—which today seem absurd in their grandiloquence. But 
it is this very absurdity that make the plays so fascinating. Their sheer 
spectacle, if presented today, would rival Cinerama in impact ; modern 
plays would be miserable in comparison—which is why modem plays 
are unsuitable for toy theatres. The child wants battlefields, ship- 
wrecks and opulent vistas—as did our forefathers. And here, on the 
toy stage, the child has them—wings, back drops, set pieces, backcloths 
—all beautifully drawn by artists who have long since departed. 

The child performs the plays simply by sliding the paper characters 
on stage—on wire 'slides'—and reading off the dialogue 'altering the 
voice a little for each character' (to quote the hints on production). He 
can also "create theatrical atmosphere' by playing a musical-box. 

But it will be obvious to readers of Tape Recorder that tape is ideal 
for supplying the necessary sound-effects. And there is no other form 
of stage drama where sound-effects are so spectacular. For example, 
The Battle of Waterloo (1842) has 'shells thrown from each side of the 
stage'. The air is filled with shouts, galloping hooves, musket-fire and 
artillery. After the final clash of Napoleon's Cuirassiers and the Life 
Guards, Wellington then enters to clear matters up. "Gentlemen", he 

(continued on page 546) 
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IF you began by making films with a synchronised tape sound track 
and then switched to recording on edge-stripe, you have a problem : 

how to transfer your existing tape tracks to stripe. 
There are ingenious methods involving variable speed tape recorders 

—if you possess such an instrument. There are crafty modifications 
you can carry out on projectors, fitting film sprockets with toothed 
wheels for sprocketed tape. But there is no easy road. 

Bearing in mind that more tape is synchronised with Eumig 8mm 
projectors than any other, and that Eumig have also the stripe sound 
projector which is likely to lake the biggest slice of the magnetic stripe 
business, it seemed a problem that should concern them. So, while in 
Austria for the press conference on Eumig's Super 8 equipment 
programme, I raised the subject of sound transfer with their technical 
advisors. 

Yes, they said, they had considered the problem, but they were not 
keen to provide an approved method themselves. They would prefer 
the idea to be put forward by an outside agency. Like me. This 
suggested that all was not plain sailing and they did not want to carry 
the can. Last night, working on the problem with tape recorder, 
silent projector and sound projector yoked together in a harness of 
film and tape, I could see their point. Suddenly smoke rose from the 
projector in the middle—switched on, but restrained by the tape in its 
loop synchroniser—and 1 decided to give it up. But a random thought 

Recording link between my Philips stereo tape recorder and the 
Eumig Mark S was easily provided by the lead with the recorder, which 
I plugged into the diode socket and took across to the phono/radio 
connection on the projector. The Philips continental plug matched the 
Eumig socket. 

Careful checking is necessary if you wish to avoid wasting 
lime. Check sound transfer : recorder switched on to 3J i/s playback, 
held in check on pause. Volume up. Transfer lead in position and 
linked with sound projector. Power to sound projector, running speed 
at N (normal, 16-18 frames per second), record button depressed and 
sound switched on (red warning light on) with volume up. 

Check that the silent projector is switched on, variable speed set to 
maximum. All sprocket guards must be snapped closed. 

This is the point where you murmur a prayer and simultaneously 
punch the pause button on the recorder as you switch the sound 
projector on to forward projection. In fact, if you set the tape/silent 
projector mechanism going too soon there is a snatch on the film 
leader from the sound projector which will snap the film. If you arc 
nervous, allow a little slack between the projectors. 

The aim, indeed the whole essence of the operation, is to keep the 
tension at this link point unaltered throughout the entire transfer 
session. Your control here is the variable running control on the sound 
projector. With mine I just could not make it run slowly enough ; 

SOUND AND CINE 

4 

f- 
as I heaoea lowaras bed sent me back to try again. Maybe the now 
damaged projector had only heated up enough to burn off the oil ? 1 
re-oiled it and it was working again. 

So thanks to that midnight oil, here is the transfer method with the 
thorns pruned off. It does not necessarily work—it depends on the 
minimum speed setting of the stripe projector—but it can, and it is 
worth trying. 

First problem is how to operate three controls simultaneously : 
start recorder, start stripe projector, depress record button. I solved 
this one with Sellotape—sticking a marble hard down against the 
record button to keep it depressed before the stripe projector is started. 
With the Eumig Mark S it will only stay down when the machine is 
running. The remaining two controls are a hand-stretch away and can 
be managed by one operator. 

The method is to thread up the tape recorder around the synchron- 
iser of the silent projector conventionally. But instead of lacing up the 
film with the synchronising mark in the gate of the silent projector, it is 
laced up in the sound stripe projector first, and then through the 
sprockets and gate of the silent projector. The two must be in a straight 
line and it is convenient to have them as close together as possible. 

The photograph shows that the take-up arm of the sound projector 
is not used and can be folded down. Now the front of the silent 
projector can be leaned in against the object depressing the record 
button to ensure that it stays in. It is not really necessary to warm up 
the equipment first, as you will almost certainly want to have a trial 
run to check the rig. Before switching anything on, see that each piece 
of equipment is firmly lodged. Movement of recorder or silent pro- 
jector will move the rocker arm of the synchroniser and this is what 
caused my overheating I fear. Movement between the two projectors 
can easily snap the leader. 

You will need extra leader on the film to stretch the long distance, 
and the film of course must previously have been edge-striped. This 
should extend over at least 56 frames of the leader to take any of the 
track that accompanies the opening frames of film. 

from tape 

to stripe 

BY ANTHONY WIGENS 

-*• - 

- 

& 

* 

* 

production tolerance on this assembly detail, however, will almost 
certainly result in a goodly number of Mark S machines which will run 
at the minimum speed required. I'm going to have to make a modifica- 
tion it seems. If you see the film looping higher between the two 
projectors, slacken speed on the front one. But watch for the rebound 
effect which can result in a rapid increase in tension, and—SNAP I 

When you can monitor the sound from the recorder and see the 
picture projected, it is immediately clear whether your efforts at 
transferring the sound in sync are proving successful or not. However, 
it is only on playback that you can check the quality of the recording as 
heard on the sound projector's speaker. 

Remember to switch off the silent projector before unlacing the tape 
from the synchroniser, otherwise it will start up when the rocker is 
released. You can use the sound projector's re-wind system to bring 
the film back from the silent projector's take-up reel. 
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NEWCOMERS to tape recording frequently have the problem of 
whether to purchase a two-track or four-track machine. On 

the face of it, there would seem to be little reason for using less than 
four tracks, since they give twice the playing time for a given length of 
tape. The newcomer has no qualms about signal-to-noise ratio and is 
quite prepared to tolerate a little background hiss and dropout if he 
thinks he will save on tape. Has he made the right decision ? If the 
recorder in question is a relatively cheap monophonic model, in my 
opinion, he has. 

The two-track tape recorder is so named for its ability to divide 
magnetic tape into two paths, each being a little under half the width of 
the tape, and record entirely separate signals on each. This might be 
likened to the two sides of a gramophone record—but there is an 
important distinction : the tracks are not located on opposite sides of 
the tape, but run parallel along the oxide-coated side. The 4-track head 
is therefore aligned to scan the top half of the iin. wide tape. To scan 
the bottom track, it is necessary either to move the head down or turn 
the tape upside-down. Since accurate head-moving mechanisms are 
difficult and costly to manufacture, it is normal to change from one 
track to another by placing the left-hand spool of the right-hand 
turntable and the right-hand spool on the left-hand turntable, rcthread- 
ing the tape in its new position—upside-down but not inside-out. 

A similar state of affairs applies with the four-track recorder, but here 
four paths are arranged side-by-side along the tape. Two tape heads are 
combined in one metal housing to track the topmost and third-from-top 
paths simultaneously. Changing from Track A to Track C, as we shall 
label them for convenience, thus involves merely pressing a switch and 
selecting one or other of the two head windings. Re-threading the tape 
upside-down gives access to Tracks D (top) and B (third from top), 
again selectingeleclrically. 

Although each track, whether covering one half or one quarter of the 
tape width, is independent of adjacent tracks, it is theoretically possible 
for magnetic patterns recorded on a track close to that being scanned by 
the replay head to induce a small signal in that head. The resultant 
sound is known as crosstalk and usually takes the form of a barely 
audible background interference, becoming most obslrusive during 
quiet passages on the track nominally being scanned. Crosstalk can 
also be induced through interaction between the two windings of a 
stacked head. There arc two types of stacked head employed in dom- 
estic audio recorders: the i-lrack head (used in both mono and stereo 
machines) and the i-track stereo. Fig. 1 shows these, diagrammatic- 
ally, plus the i-track mono—and the full-track mono head. The latter 
head is nowadays found only on professional recorders, and even the 
BBC find i-track machines adequate for their purposes. This is not 
because they have relaxed their standards, of course; it has been made 
possible by recent improvements in design and manufacturing tech- 
niques. The illustration shows the various types of audio tape heads 
and their applications. The cutaway pieces of tape to the left and right 
of the drawing should be imagined to pass across the front of the heads 
in the direction, if we keep to international standards, of left to right. A 
i-track head is shown on the left and is depicted in use as a mono 
device—the shaded segment representing the part in use. It will be seen 
that the lower segment is idle when the top track is recorded, though on 
replay it will pick up any signals in its path (on Track C). These signals 
are converted into electrical impulses but, since the record replay 
amplifier is connected to the top segment, the signals are unable to 
travel further than the head winding. A similar situation applies when 
the lower segment is used for monophonic recording; this time the 
upper head is idle. Third from left is yet another i-track head, this time 
being employed for stereo recording. It will be seen that both segments 
are working (being powered by two separate tape amplifiers within the 
recorder). On replay, both segments feed separate pre-amplifiers and 
continue either to headphones or via two power amplifiers to loud- 
speakers which may be in or outside the recorder cabinet. 

The difference between a mono tape recorder and a stereo model is 
simply that the first has one, while the latter has two, record/replay 
amplifier systems. It will be seen, therefore, that converting a i-track 
mono recorder to play pre-recorded stereo tapes merely entails con- 
necting the idle head segment (top or bottom) to an external pre- 
amplifier, the output of this being fed to a power amplifier and speaker, 
or to the pickup input of a radio receiver. Many manufacturers of 
i-track machines supply matching preamplifiers as accessories (they 
cost about £6) while one or two (notably Ferguson) supply a com- 
plete preamplifier, power amplifier and loudspeaker unit. We shall 
return to this device later. 

Continuing to the fourth-from-left head in fig. 1, we find the i-track 

mono version. This scans the top half of the tape and has the advantage 
of covering a wider area of oxide than a single i-track segment. Where- 
as the i-track mono is very slightly cheaper to manufacture than the 
i-track, the i-track stereo head (fourth from right) is very expensive 
indeed. The reason is that the two head windings arc so close together 
that interaction between upper and lower segments can occur very 
easily, unless elaborate precautions are taken in design and choice of 
materials. The alternative would be a very high crosstalk level. The 
space between segments on a i-track head is only a little greater, but 
it is sufficient to prevent crosstalk on all but the worst head designs. 
However, whatever the crosstalk figure, the i-track stereo head is cap- 
able of giving finer quality than any other domestic system. 

As the drawings on the fourth and third from right of fig. X show, the 
head can be used for i-track mono scanning or made to cover the 
entire tape width, less a small area of 'no man's oxide' between the two 
tracks. Half-track stereo recorders are almost equal, in terms of signal- 
to-noise ratio, to the full-track scanning system that was, it will be 
remembered, totally rejected by the non-professional as being "too 
good'. For the sake of completeness, the full-track head is depicted on 
the far right. 

Returning to the accessory preamplifier without which the i-track 
recorder would be no more versatile than the i-track machine, we see 
in fig. 2 how it may be employed to give a sophisticated method of 
superimposilion. The block diagram shows a microphone plugged 
into a mixing circuit (which may either be incorporated inside the 
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recorder or be a separate unit). The mixer feeds the recording 
amplifier which, in turn, supplies a signal to one segment (in this case 
the lower) of a i-track record/replay head. The microphone can thus 
be used to make a mono recoroing while the upper head segment 
simultaneously replays the top track, passing its signal to the accessory 
preamplifier and thence into the high level input of the mixer. 

The operator is in this way able to monitor (through headphones 
connected either to the mixer or to a socket on the recorder) both the 
pre-recorded top track and the sound entering the microphone. The 
resultant signals are recorded together on to the lower track. Inter- 
track transcription, as the system is called, can be employed by a single 
talented musician to build up a one-man band or even, if he has the 
patience, a one-man orchestra. A piece of music played on one instru- 
ment might be recorded on the top track in the usual manner and then 
dubbed on to the lower track, using the fig. 2 system, in synchronism 
with a live accompaniment. The process may then be repeated in the 
opposite direction (namely, from the lower to the upper track; while 
a third instrument is added. Going beyond a trio brings in two more 
factors, however: background noise tends to build up on the earlier 
dubbings, while distortion causes signal deterioration. 

Fig. 3 shows an equally interesting, but rather less creative, employ- 
ment of the accessory preamplifier. The system shown here may be 
used to play stereo tapes—one channel feeding through the recorder 
and the other going through the spare head segment to external ampli- 
fiers and speakers. The device does not record, of course, and the user 
is limited to commercial tapes (or to being a 'sleeping' member of a 
stereo tape correspondence society!) 

For experimental purposes, both the fig. 2 and fig. 3 systems may be 
duplicated by marrying the head connections of two separate tape 
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recorders. In the former case, nevertheless, it would be pointless to dub 
from track to track when one could copy from one recorder to another. 
Which brings us, conveniently, to our second topic this month—tape 
editing. 

The purpose of editing is to reposition or remove superfluous sound, 
pictures or words, depending on whether an audio tape, video recording 
or a handwritten article is being examined. Just as an article can be 
edited either by re-typing the required passages or by deleting un- 
wanted material on the original copy, so magnetic sound recordings 
can either be dubbed in part on to a second tape or man-handled with 
scissors and adhesive. Copying from one recorder to another is 
unsatisfactory, if only because it involves slight loss of quality. It is 
also time-consuming, tedious and inaccurate. On domestic equipment 
at least, clicks and bangs occurring whenever equipment is switched on 
or off make splice-less copying impossible. 

Tape editing is one of the most enjoyable facets of magnetic record- 
ing,since itenables the skilled amateur to achieveaslick'polished'finish 
to his work. The required equipment is both cheap and simple, but 
should be selected carefully on purchase. Many devices have been 
manufactured to 'simplify' the task of cutting and joining recording 
tape though, in my own experience, few have proved as easy to use as 
the simple splicing block; the EM! Edilall is one of the finest. Adhesive 
tape can be purchased in quarter- and half-inch widths, the former 
being best suited to editing blocks. It is possible to purchase non- 
magnetic scissors that, according to the makers, will not impart an 
audible click to the tape. In fact, however, these rather expensive 
accessories can interfere with the recorded signals, even though they do 
not themselves store magnetic fields. Ordinary scissors given "the once 
over' with a head de-gausser will be quite harmless in practice. There 
is, of course, always the possibility that mankind will invent, in the 
far-distant future, a sharp pair of plastic scissors! 

The four major tools in tape editing are an editing block, reel of 
iin. splicing tape, a pair of sharp non-magnetised scissors, and a sharp 
single-edged blade. It is essential that domestic adhesives such as 
Selloiape, paper tape and (yes, I've seen it done) Elasloplasl should 
not be used for jointing recording tape, since their sticky compositions 
can ooze out on to the capstan, guides and adjacent tape windings. 
Commercial splicing tape employs a 'hard' adhesive composition that 
will not ooze in this manner. 

There are three methods of parting and joining a tape. The first, if it 
can be called a 'method', is a simple ragged break which sometimes 
follows a mishap during, for example, fast wind. Possibly the broken 
tape had already been edited and the break occurred in the middle of a 
completed programme. In this case, the editor would wish to repair 
the joint, incurring the minimum possible interference with the tape. 
If the tape base is acetate he will probably experience no difficulty, 
since that material snaps very easily. Had the accident occurred with 
PVC or Polyester tape it might have been more serious, since these 
base substances are inclined to stretch prior to breaking. 

The top drawing of fig. 4 depicts such a break and it will be seen that 
any deformations in the tear will be exactly contrasted by a deformation 
in the opposing tape end. Re-joining the tape is thus a simple 
matter of butting the two jagged ends with the very slightest overlap 
(the replay head must not 'see' the adhesive tape when the splice runs 
through the recorder). The butt, if there is one, should be almost 
imperceptible to the eye; the resultant splice should be quite undetec- 
tabletotheear. 

Reference to fig. 5 illustrates the position of the jointing tape, while 
also showing faulty overlaps which should be removed carefully with 
scissors. This trimming action should be undertaken with great care, 
since chopping excessive quantities of tape from each side may cause a 
wow as the splice passes through the recorder. It is also possible to cut 
into the recorded track, unless care is taken, causing a 'drop-out'. 
Great accuracy is needed when editing tapes recorded on i-track (mono 
or stereo) equipment, since the tracks may 'jump' slightly across the 
tape as they meet at the splice, again causing a slight drop-out and, even 
worse, causing momentary breakthrough from adjacent tracks. 

Returning to fig. 4, we see, in the centre diagram, a diagonal cut. 
This is the finest type of cut for general editing, since the two tapes 
almost fade into each other at the splice. Assuming the recording to 
have been made across the entire width of the tape, one might theoreti- 
cally gel away with Jin. of space between the two tapes before the 
splice became noticeable as a dropout. This is because, at distances up 
to that figure, the foremost point of the trailing tape would have reached 
the head before the leading tape had completely passed. With half and 
i-track working, however, greater accuracy is needed. (continued overleaf ) 
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The vertical cut (bottom of fig. 4) is employed only as a last resort 
when the tape is tightly crammed with data. Supposing, for example, 
we wished to edit a short clatter out of a fast dialogue (a chair toppling, 
perhaps). Removing the noise might actually involve cutting into the 
two words surrounding the clatter. If the recording was made at 15i/s 
there would be no problem, but with our 7J, 3i, or even IJ i/s equip- 
ment, we might be unable to spare the space taken up by a diagonal cut. 
This is one reason, of course, why the prophets amongst us have never 
looked to the day when the BBC will use JJ i/s tape equipment I The 
problem is solved by employing a 90° cut, which effectively takes up 
an infinitely small space. Such a splice requires a little more experience 
than the diagonal cut, but can be made completely silent with a little 
care. 

The diagonal and vertical cuts are made by pressing the tape into 
the editing block and locating the chinagraph or ball-point mark that 
shows where the cut is to be located, across the razor channel. This 
channel is merely a slot running across the splicing block, providing a 
guide for the razor. Most blocks incorporate separate slots for diagonal 
and right-angled cuts. The problem of tape anchoring is solved in the 
Editall by extending the upper surface of the tape channel out fraction- 
ally, overlapping the base. The tape is then locked into place by 
pressing it into the slightly concave base of the tape channel. Pulling 
the tape straight up, when removing it after the joint (fig. 5) has been 
made, often results in tearing or distortion of the tape edges. Removal 
from the Editall is therefore achieved by pulling the tape at an angle. 

Most of the skill in editing is needed, not in the scissor and razor 
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PRE-SLEEP STUDY AND THERAPY 
Two revolutionary new techniques in their respective fields of 

Academic Learning and Mental Health which have been rendered 
possible by the invention of the modern tape recorder. 
PRE-SLEEP STUDY This is the jct-age technique now being increasingly 
employed by Students of languages and other academic subjects, by Actors learning their parts in plays and Public Speakers with new data to memorise 
at short notice. 

Whether you arc good at ordinary methods of learning and memorising or 
not, this new technique is capable of greatly increasing and improving results. PRE-SLEEP THERAPY This new therapy has now assumed a major role in 
the advancement of Psychiatry and Mind Development, i.e., in the development 
of human abilities and certainty. It has the important advantage that it can be 
practised by anyone in the privacy of his home at only a fraction of the cost of 
repeated visits to a practitioner. 
There are basically two types of tapes available: (o) General Tapes from 
which everyone can benefit, or (b) Personalised Tapes which can be produced to 
improve your own individual case. 
0 Send now for free details of our Prc-sleep Study Recorder, Time 
Switch, Pillow Speaker, Cassettes, Induction and Language Tapes, and 
general information on these vital subjects. 

PSYCHOLOGY TAPES LTD. 
(Dept. TR), 16 Kings College Road, London, N.W.3. PRImrose 3314 

ectionicA 
TAPE RECORDER & HI-FI AUDIO SPECIALISTS 

SPECIAL OFFERS 
GRUNDIG MAI.2 transistor tape head amplifiers can also be used 
to boost output of magnetic pick-ups or microphones. Listed 
4} gns., offered at 57/6 p/paid. 
GEVAERT new boxed tape. SJ" spools. 600ft. with stop and leader 
tapes 9/- or 6 for 50/-. 
SOUNDCRAFT 7" spools, new and boxed, 1200ft. 17/6 each 
p/paid. 400 Edgware Rd., Paddington 5521 
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ABC OF TAPE RECORDING CONTINUED 

work, but in determining which section of the tape should be cut. 
Editing tapes produced at very low speeds, as has already been said, is 
both difficult and inaccurate. If a documentary, for example, is to 
include a number of interviews recorded at 3i i/s on a battery machine, 
the producer would do better to transcribe the interviews to his 1\ i/s 
mains machine—even allowing for the consequent slight loss in 
quality—than to restrict the entire recording to the low speed. Once 
dubbed to a reasonably high speed, the phrase "My name is Edward 
Henry" could be spliced into "My name is Hedward Enry" (where have 
I seen that before?). To put it simply: even individual "letters' and 
syllables can be transposed using a 7J i/s master. 

Determining the exact position of a word or syllable entails use of a 
technique known as 'rocking'. Once the phrase in which the word is 
contained has been found, the recorder is switched to neutral and the 
tape rethreaded past—not through—the capstan and pinchwheel. On 
most recorders, re-routing behind the capstan is a simple matter, 
though on some models the head covers and plastic trimmings may 
need to be removed first. Battery recorders, being generally of very 
compact design, frequently do not lend themselves to this technique. 

FIG. 4 
ACCIDENTAL BREAK 

DIAGONAL (45*) CUT 

RIGHT-ANGLED CUT 
sr— 

Having freed the tape from the capstan pull, the machine can be 
switched to play, with the gain control at a suitable level, and the tape 
drawn past the replay head by hand. The motion can be applied direct 
to the tape, or by rotating the spools. Initial fairly quick jerks will 
show where the section to be removed is located. The car having grown 
accustomed to this short passage of noise, it will be able to identify it 
even when the rocking speed has reduced to such an extent that the 
words are no longer intelligible. Having located the exact position of, 
perhaps, the "H" in "Henry" (which will resemble not an 'aich' but 
a howling wind), a white chinagraph pencil can be used to mark the 
tape coating at the opening and closing section of the 'wind'. (China- 
graph pencils may be obtained from office-equipment stores or station- 
ers.) These two marks provide accurate guides when the tape is 
placed on the editing block. Removing the tape between the two 
marks (which would be an estimated IJin. apart) and joining the 
remaining ends, will thus turn "Henry" into "Enry". A little care in 
marking and splicing is needed to ensure that "HenEdward-nry "does 
not result on completion of the joints. 

All things considered, the tape enthusiast has only scratched the 
surface of his hobby until he has taken a razor into his hands and 
commenced slicing sound. For only then does he begin to realise the 
versatility of the magnetic recording medium and the true meaning of 
the word 'creative'. 
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SON ET LUMIERE 

AN AMBITIOUS AMATEUR PRODUCTION BY R. A. SHEEKEY 

SINCE the spectacle of Son el Lumiere was introduced into England 
in 1958, many productions have taken place in castles, cathedrals 

and stately homes. All of them owe a great deal to the tape recorder 
and it is probably true to say that without it, there would be no Son et 
Lumiere. 

The major outdoor productions have been the work of professional 
companies; but amateurs are seldom to be outdone and the writer 
knows of at least three productions where enthusiasm and ingenuity 
have won the day. One of the smallest but most successful was held 
last year in the 12lh Century Church of Brabournc in Kent. Each 
night for three weeks the little country church was filled as its history 
was unfolded through the media of sound and light. Behind the scenes 
lay four months of intensive work, but surprisingly little frustration. 

It is one of the great advantages of the tape recorder that if things do 
not go right, you can always erase and start again. 

The initial work started with a script visualising narration, dramatic 
sections, sound effects and the appropriate lighting plot. From the 
outset it was planned that the sound should appear to come from 
several different locations, and of course, the use of stereo was envis- 
aged. 

Once the script was written, the work of collecting sound effects 
started. Here the tape recorder really came into its own, and with some 
necessary research a library of sounds required in the production was 
built up. It involved such diverse sounds as music for a lute to a 
terrifying thunderstorm sufficient to demolish a Church tower. Not 
all the sounds were easy to achieve. In a year of drought the sound of 
a babbling brook was elusive, A hose pipe playing on a garden pond 
was a good substitute, but even sitting on a dewy lawn at 5.30 a.m. it 
was possible to produce only thirty seconds of tape that was free from 
traffic and train noise. 

Meanwhile, rehearsals were going on with the drama side to perfect 
this part. Each section was recorded and played back so that the 
actors could learn by their mistakes. A cast of twenty was involved and 
a time for the final recording had to be fixed when all could be present 
for a considerable period, a difficult task during the holiday season. 

Experiments had shown that the church itself provided a natural 
acoustic for recording, if echoing arches were avoided. It is not 
perhaps, realised how many hours of work go into recording an hour of 
run on tape. Originally it was intended to record the script strictly in 
order, but this was found to be time consuming and eventually it was 
left to a tape splicer to produce the final order. 

The recording was made on a Grundig TK46, with a TK41 being 
used to produce the pre-recorded sound effects through a Grundig 
mixer. With the aid of the mixer, three sources of sound could be 
recorded simultaneously on cither of the two tracks of the TK46. 

After a whole day's recording, all the speech and sound effects were 
safely on tape, and the cast of actors was dismissed. Now came the 
exacting task of editing and splicing. This again, was more than a full 
day's work. It involved splicing together all the separate items and the 
addition of suitable 'bridge' music. Narration had all been kept on 
one track, appropriate music being added to the other track, to fade 
in and out at the required moment. Such intricate work can be exhaust- 
ing, especially when done against a tight time schedule; but there was a 
tremendous sense of achievement when the final tape was played back. 
All that was required now was a fair copy to be made of the tape, 
which was done with the aid of another TK.46. In a production that 
was to be as professional as an amateur could make it, there could be 
no chance taken of a splice breaking during a performance. 

The control centre for both sound and light was set up on a staging 
in the Churcn tower, so that it was out of sight yet commanded a view 
of the whole Church. The TK46 was connected to five speakers 
through a simple control box, so that either channel could be switched 
to any speaker. One speaker, positioned in the pulpit, was reserved 
entirely for narration, whilst two speakers at the east end of the Church 
were used for left and right-hand stereo. This was particularly effective 
in a witchcraft trial scene, where the voice of the judge came from one 
side and the witnesses from the other. Speakers were also placed in the 
porch and the tower. 

The most intricate scene to operate was that in which villagers were 
portrayed seeking refuge in the church during a violent thunderstorm. 
Their terrified voices were heard in the porch, whilst the comforting 
voice of a priest was heard on the right-hand channel. It was desirable 
that the sound of the crashing of the tower should come from this 
direction and this was accomplished by using the TK4I feeding the 
tower speaker and being switched on at the crucial moment. With 
'lightning' flashing all over the Church, the effect was so realistic that 
many jumped out of their seats when the tower finally 'crashed' 
behind them. 

The carefully made recording, together with imaginative lighting 
effects, involving over 80 spots and floods, won high praise on all sides 
for its technical perfection, but tribute must be paid to Grundig for 
their generous help and co-operation. It was their initial encourage- 
ment that paved the way to a highly successful production of Son et 
Lumifere, and which was instrumental in raising £760 for the restoration 
of the church. 
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LAST month we investigated the various types of batteries giving 
portable electricity to the new generation of transistor tape 

recorders. The power so delivered must be adequate to supply not 
only the solid-state electronic sections, but also to operate the drive 
motor at a constant speed under load. The drive motor side of the 
exercise presents one of the biggest problems of the portable tape 
recorder. 

Speed control is automatic with AC mains operated machines, since 
the shaded pole or synchronous nature of their drive motors "lock' to a 
large extent to the frequency of the mains power supply. That is to say, 
the top speed of the motor is controlled by the mains frequency. Of 
course, it is necessary to couple such capstan drive motors through a 
massive flywheel to iron-out any irregularity of load. The capstan 
flywheel, in effect, stores energy from the drive motor and holds 
sufficient in reserve so that more or less can be delivered to the mechan- 
ism as required. In that way the capstan speed is held substantially 
constant. 

The attribute of a synchronous drive motor is dispelled so far as small 
DC motors are concerned, and whether they be shunt or series wound 
they fail to run at a sufficiently constant speed for serious tape record- 
ing. This problem is basically resolved by the employment of a 
centrifugal drive motor governor. 

The elementary aspects of the governor switch are revealed in fig. 1. 
The complete assembly is mounted on the motor spindle and thus 
revolves with it. Within the assembly is a pair of contacts. One contact 
is fixed, but adjustable, while the other is terminated on a weight- 
loaded arm and is normally held in contact with the fixed one under 
the pressure of a piece of spring metal. 

The contacts are wired in series with the drive motor, and across 
them is placed a resistor, as shown in fig. 2. Now, when the assembly 
revolves, the weight-loaded arm develops a centrifugal force which 
tries to open the contacts. This is opposed, however, by the reverse 
force of the metal spring, and the design is such that the contacts open 
only when the motor reaches a pre-determined speed. 

The resistor across the contacts then reduces the motor current and 
its speed drops, causing the contacts to close again. This, of course, 
bypasses the resistor and applies full current to the motor. Its speed 
then rises until the centrifugal action brings in the current limiting 
resistor again. This action continues at a very rapid rate, the effect 
being that the motor is energised by pulsed unidirectional current from 
the battery. 

The governor and resistor are adjusted so that when the contacts 
are open and the recorder is running on a new battery the motor speed 
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is too low for correct operation of the tape deck. This condition may 
not be satisfied on a new battery should the value of the resistor be too 
low. A small degree of speed adjustment is possible by the contact 
adjusting screw, but as this is accurately set at the factory it should not 
normally be re-adjusted by the user. 

The biggest problem of this arrangement is that of sparking at the 
contacts, encouraged by the unidirectional current and by the back- 
EMF from the inductive elements of the motor. Such sparking causes 
not only pitting of the contacts—akin to contact troubles in car ignition 
systems—but also interference which may be picked up by the ampli- 
fiers, causing a rough buzz on playback at high volume control settings, 
when the programme material is at a low level. 

In an endeavour to combat the short life of sparking governor 
contacts, early battery-operated tape recorders employed very small 
drive motors to reduce the current handled by the contacts. This is a 
poor solution, since insufficient reserve of drive power leads to speed 
inconsistency troubles. The latest machines, however, embody 
battery-operated drive motors of remarkably high power for their 
size, and wow and flutter is no longer the problem that it used to be. 
Interference is minimised by suppression devices at the motor and 
contacts. Some machines use an independent battery for the drive 
motor, leaving a lower capacity battery for the solid-state electronics. 
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required shape and size. Finally, the material is 'sintered' in a kiln, as 
in all ceramic (pottery) processes. 

A small DC motor using this type of magnet is shown in fig. 5. This 
is very neat and small and has an incredible power-to-weight ratio. 

Since the advent of the battery-powered tape recorder a number of 
ingenious devices have been evolved to minimise the sparking at the 
governor contacts, and thus to increase their life without reducing 
motor power. Sparking and its effects result from the current of the 
supply into the motor, the smaller the current the less the sparking 
and interference, and the greater the life of the contacts. A method 
introduced by Grundig a year or two ago employs a transistor to 
supply the motor current and the governor to control the transistor 
current. The circuit of the motor control arrangement is given in fig. 6. 
There are two transistors, the first operates as an oscillator and the 
second as the motor current control. This is how it works; 

Trl is arranged in a simple feedback circuit with LI. This oscillatory 
signal is fed via L2, to the rectifier Rl and a positive bias is applied to 
the base of the control transistor Tr2. Now, a third winding, L3, is 

Fig. S: A small DC motor of high power to weight ratio 

k-r aw. 
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Fig. 4: Magnadur ceramic magnets 
produced by Mallard 
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PART TWO 
DC DRIVE SYSTEMS 
BY MICHAEL GORDON 

This, at one time, was also an aid towards interference suppression. 
The latest DC drive motors owe their increased efficiency to the new 

ceramic magnets, which go under such trade names as Magnadur 
(Mullard) and Magloy (Plessey). These magnets are produced in a 
similar way to ordinary ceramic materials and can thus be moulded 
into almost any shape. Typical shapes of Magloy and Magnadur 
magnets are shown in figs. 3 and 4 respectively. Apart from in small 
DC motors, these sorts of magnets are finding application in many 
other branches of electronics. 

They differ in several ways from the old type of metal alloy magnet 
that we know so well. For one thing they are non-conductive, and 
they are lighter than metal alloy magnets of similar dimensions. They 
cannot act as an electrical short-circuit or absorb energy as induced 
current. They can be magnetised in bulk along almost any axis, and 
they possess the great advantage of retaining their magnetism ten- 
aciously. Ordinary metal alloy magnets can quickly diminish in field 
strength if not preserved by 'keepers'. 

The basic ceramic magnet is a compound of barium, iron and oxygen, 
giving a hard and brittle material known as BaFeizOis, or barium 
ferrite. Iron oxide and barium carbonate are mixed in the correct 
proportions and then heated. The compound is powered by a ball- 
milling process and a binder is added to facilitate moulding to the 

connected across the governor contacts. When the contacts are closed, 
the oscillatory circuit is short-circuited and no rectifier bias is present at 
Tr2 base. This transistor is, however, biased in the normal manner by 
Rl, and current flows into the motor through the collector circuit. A 
smaller current flows to the motor through R2, but when Tr2 is 
conducting it is mostly the collector current that operates the motor. 

This, then, would be the 'speed build-up' condition with the 
governor's contacts closed. When the motor reaches the correct 
predetermined speed the contacts open, starling the oscillator. A 
positive bias is then applied to Tr2 base, causing this transistor to cut- 
off (due to its standing bias being neutralised). The motor current is 
consequently reduced by its passage through R2, and the subsequent 
action is similar to that described earlier. 

However, since the governor contacts are not called upon to pass 
the motor current, there is no sparking and the contacts have almost 
unlimited life—electrically, that is. 

A somewhat less sophisticated arrangement is shown in fig. 7. This 
is from the Grundig Electronic Notebook battery recorder. Here, 
again, a transistor is biased to provide the motor current with the 
governor's contacts closed. Bias is provided by Rl. 

When the motor tends to run fast the contacts open and the bias to 
the base is removed. Current gradually dies in the motor as the base 
capacitors, CI and C2, discharge. The motor thus reduces in speed 
until the contacts once again close and the motor is fully energised. 
Capacitor C2 and the equivalent capacitor in fig. 6 suppress motor 
interference. 

For those readers not fully conversant with the operation of transis- 
tors, the following will be of assistance. The collector current of a 
transistor is governed by the forward current in the emitter/base 

{continued overleaf) 
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A friendly welcome awaits you at 
our bright showroom extension. 
Here you will find a lavish array 
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mediate delivery or if you cannot 
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makes it easy for you to enjoy 
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0 Off-the-shelf delivery 
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free delivery. 
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insurance. 

INTEREST FREE 
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wide range and have any 
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minimum deposit, balance 
twelve months and no in- 
terest charged. (18-24 
months H.P. terms also 
available.) 

400 MACHINES ON DISPLAY! 
Call, see, hear and choose the 
Tape Recorder you've always 
wanted from one of the biggest 
ranges anywhere. Just about 
every model for off - the - shelf 
delivery. 

PART EXCHANGES 
We make a feature of generout part 

exchange facilities for Tape Recorders or 
Hi-Fi Equipment. Get the machine you've 
always wanted — and get the best possible 
exchange deal from us I    
CASH FOR YOUR TAPE-RECORDER 
OR HI-FI. Highest cash offers for good 
equipment . . . get in touch today ! 
NOTE ! we are now sole S.W. 
London distributors for FISHER 
(U.S.A.) EQUIPMENT. 

Bargain Basement 
ffc /rave an unrivalled stock of new 
and used machines at unbeatable 
bargain prices—30 %-60 % reductions 
at original prices'. Make a point of 
asking for our Special Bargain List. 
Home demonstrations in the London area 
gladly arranged. By return enquiry service. Agents for all makes. 

CENTRE 

Tap© recorders^ 

R-E-W 
(Earlsfield Ltd.) 

Mail Order Department 
266/268 (TR) Upper Tooting 

Road, London, S.W.I7. 
Telephone : BALham 9174-5 

BATTERY TAPE RECORDERS CONTINUED  

junction. The greater the emitter/base junction current, the greater 
the collector current (within limits). With zero emitter/base current, 
the collector current is very small indeed, it generally being micro- 
amperes of 'leakage current'. However, the collector current rises to 
many milliamperes (sufficient to energise a motor) when the emitter/base 
current is of the order of microamperes. Thus, it can be seen that the 
governor contacts in fig. 7 circuit are passing only microamperes of 
current to give a motor control current in the order of many milli- 
amperes. The emitter/base current is sometimes referred to as 'base 
current' or 'base bias'. 

Other machines incorporate the transistor motor control principle. 
The Austrian Stuzzi Magnetic, for instance, embodied the idea way 
back in 1958. This machine features an OC302 motor-control transistor 
which, like that in fig. 7, is biased off when the governor contacts open. 
However, this transistor is in series with the motor armature winding 
and is shunted by a 100-ohm resistor. The contacts operate at a super- 
sonic frequency and hold the speed constant within about 2%—which 
was very good for battery models of the early days. 

Portable machines are subject to speed variations with movement, 
and the motor control is basically unable to counter this trouble. Heavy 
single flywheels are not always the absolute answer. Heavy twin 
contra-rotating flywheels, however, have been found to give consider- 
able freedom from the disturbance, and such an artifice is found in the 
Telefunken M.300 of 1964. 

Normally, of course, one may not be unduly concerned about using 
the machine under conditions of vigorous motion, in which case the 
latest techniques coupled with a reasonable single flywheel are all that 
may be needed. 

Of late there have been trends to eliminating the brushes from small 
DC motors, and a German development in this respect will be des- 
cribed next month. 
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YOU have corresponded occasionally by tape. Sometimes you 
have helped others make a complete recording of a Civic ceremony. 

You have tackled weddings, parties, fireside plays, mock interviews 
and documentary programmes. You may even have had a go at 
Hospital Sound and Tape Services for the Blind. Like thousands of 
others you have used your machine in a variety of ways, but without 
any real set purpose. Now you feel that you need something more 
than just this ; you want to merge your skill and your equipment with 
that of local recording enthusiasts, but you are not too sure just how to 
go about it. Your problem is not so unusual and it is not difficult to 
find a solution. 

If all you envisage is a small circle, then a notice placed in the 
public library and in the window of a local dealer will bring your 
ambition to the notice of other recorder owners. The local press, 
unless you live in a town where murder and vice are rife, will be only 
too pleased to report on your scheme, and there is certainly no need to 

starting a 

tape circle 

RICHARD GOLDING GIVES SOME PRACTICAL HINTS 

purchase advertising space. The ensuing letters and visitors will 
convince you that, even in the most out-of-the-way village, there is no 
lack of potential members for your organisation. Long before the 
problems of finding a meeting place arc experienced, you will have 
made keen friends whose drive and enthusiasm will ultimately bring 
new life to the community. 

Internal bureaucracy has been the downfall of many amateur 
recording organisations, and it is wise to appoint a small committee 
from the outset, comprising the most enthusiastic members of the 
circle. Most important is the secretary, around whom the club will 
revolve until it is well off the ground. It is he who will reply to potential 
members, he who will conceive schemes for future activities, he who 
will need to be prepared to steer the newborn club clear of a course to 
apathy. You will probably find yourself in this role to begin with. A 
nominal Treasurer and Publicity Officer might also be appointed, 
though they will have little to do in the early days, the former keeping 
check only of the odd fourpenny stamp and packet of envelopes. Keep 
a record of your expenditure as secretary if you wish, but do not foist 
it on the club until things are well under way. If the Publicity Officer 
is keen, you will have no problem in increasing membership. If he is 
not, take over his job until a more suitable member is found to replace 
him. 

Sooner or later you will need a Chairman, and if the owner of the 
local audio retailing establishment can be persuaded to fill this 
vacancy, you may have pulled off a master stroke. 

Next, you prepare to hold an open meeting but, before publicly 
declaring any such intentions, you should try to gel an idea of the size 
of your potential membership. Certain retailers may be able and 
willing to give an indication of the number of tape recorder sales they 
have made in the past couple of years. They may even be able to 
supply addresses of the owners. (As the formation of a club in their 
area can do them nothing but good they may act up accordingly.) 

Having found out by various means of research that you stand a fair 
chance of success you can now look around for suitable premises. Do 
not forget that you need adequate power supplies, tables for equipment 
stands, enough chairs, and a cupboard that you can reserve for your 
own use. Book well ahead as you still have plenty to do. Ifyou like the 
look of the place then you can make provisional bookings for the rest 
of the year, and a firm booking as soon as you are able. 

You can now set to work to draw up, separately, membership 
application forms, membership cards, and the notices for the open 
meeting. The membership form can be a printed or duplicated 
brochure beginning with a persuasive passage on the joys of your 
hobby. Then should follow the aims of the organisation, the annual 
subscription, and enough space for the interested party to fill in details 
of his name and address, his machine, if any, his recording experience, 
age if under 21, and his occupation. 

Try to work out the subscription so that you cover the rent at least. 
Extra finance can be provided by having a Saturday Show once a 
month where members will pay for admission and will be able to bring 
along friends. This will both help the Treasurer to keep his sanity and 
help the social side of the club along. 

Publicity notices for the first meeting should be prepared several 
weeks in advance and should contain full details of date and place of 
the open meeting and the programme for the evening. This could well 
be as follows : (I) Demonstration of equipment and recording 
techniques; (2) Discussion of the aims of the Club ; (3) Discussion of 
future programmes ; (4) Election of the Committee (Members only 
allowed to vote). 

Don't let this fourth point frighten you. You will not be voted out 
of your job. Your difficulty may be in getting enough nominations to 
fill the empty posts anyway ! 

The publicity machine must now go to work. If possible, libraries 
and dealers persuaded to display notices should be supplied with a 
quantity of membership forms. All known tape recorder owners 
should be contacted personally or by post. A few days before the date 
of the meeting, a column reporting the proposed event should appear 
in the local Press. This must be arranged several weeks in advance and 
should be accompanied by a whole-plate photograph publicity still. 

You will now have a few weeks grace in which to gel fully organised 
so that everything goes with a swing. Already through the efforts of 
your Publicity Officer you may have gained extra members and these 
may be able to supply a wealth of material such as local effects, 
musiquc concrete, and dubbing loops, etc. You may even have a film 
with a really good soundtrack. Remember that your purpose is to 
entertain and to inspire at the same lime. 

For the actual night, the display equipment and the demonstration 
machines should be set up and ready to go at least thirty minutes before 
commencement, and the Treasurer should be seated by the door ready 
to enrol new members as they come in (if they arc prepared to join at 
this point). Background music should be playing up to the point when 
the acting Chairman opens the meeting. 

The Chairman will describe the immense pleasure to be had from 
using the medium to its full extent and he will set the demonstration 
into motion. After this, he can discuss the aims of the Club and talk 
something of the finance involved and then run through the proposed 
Club programme for the season. 

He will make a point of announcing that a special meeting will be 
called in the near future to discuss and adopt a Constitution. He will 
then supervise the election of Officers and Committee. After this he 
can close the meeting with a vote of thanks to all who have worked so 
hard to make the meeting a success and to all those who have attended 
it. 

On the close of these formalities perhaps coffee could be served, thus 
giving an extra opportunity for people to get together and to talk 
about and inspect the equipment once again. 

There is an important point that I would like to stress. Do not be 
too deadly serious or too dedicated in your approach. Be friendly and 
put the new members at their ease. Do not forget that the organisation 
was formed to promote sound recording—not to promote petty 
officialdom. 

Once the committee is born, it should go about its work discreetly. 
Club politics should not be the major subject of future meetings. 

After the first meeting, the organisation becomes a going concern, 
lacking only stability. To give it both a symbol of your status in 
the community and a handy book of rules to work to at the same time, 
the club now needs a Constitution. Remember, it is very useful to 
have one to present to any Authority about to grant money. 

Here is a ready-made Constitution that may be taken with or without 
alterations and amendments. It has five points : 
(1) NAME: The Club shall be known as the   Club, 
hereinafter referred to as the Club. (As many members will have cine 
cameras you may be templed to call yourselves the such and such Tape 
and Cine Club. Be warned. Do not do it at this point. Later on you 
may care to extend your aims but wait for the demand rather than 
force it.) 
(2) AIMS. The aim of the Club shall be to encourage the production 
of, and to promote knowledge and interest in, all forms of sound 
recording. To further this aim, the Club shall: 
(a) Provide, as far as means allow, a suitable centre where members 

may meet regularly to engage together in the pursuit of sound 
recording. (continued on page SiS) 
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PERHAPS it was the influence of the Motor Show : all those 
gleaming models, temporarily within reach. Or perhaps a reaction 

against working so much with bread-and-butter machines—often with 
the crumbs still in the bearings ! Again, it may have been sheer cussed- 
ness in the face of requests for information on decks already described 
in previous contributions. 

Whatever the reason, when sorting cut my notes on Akai machines 
with a view to devoting one, or maybe two, articles to the range, J fell 
to browsing over the intricacies of this Silver Shadow of the tape 
recorder world. From this it was a short step to inflicting my envy and 
admiration on you, patient reader. 

It is not every day that one has a semi-professional automatic stereo 
tape recorder costing well over two hundred pounds cluttering up the 
workshop bench. Hence my appeal to the distributor, Pullin Optical 
Ltd., for some background information to augment my paltry, and 
largely illegible notes. They came through handsomely, with a pro- 
fusely illustrated manual, so those of ycu still with me need have no 
fear that you will be advocated to bend this and twist that in an effort to 
overcome discrepancies of design. The adjustments and tests are those 
laid down by the makers. Space considerations alone would prevent a 
full run-down on the machine, and readers are referred to the review 
which appeared in the September 1964 issue cf this magazine. 

The "Automatic' in the title does not refer to the now accepted 
definition, of controlled gain of recording level, but to the preselected 
reversing and replaying system, which is quite complicated and will be 
described later. 

This is a two or four-track machine, according to choice, and is 
normally a two-speed construction. Changing the capstan and pinch- 
wheel enables use on either 15 and 1\ i/s or 71 and 3 j i/s. Moving the 
heads downwards slightly enables scanning of the middle of j-track 
recordings by the i-track heads. Thus, } or i-track stereo or mono 
can be replayed. Stereo loudspeakers are fitted at each side of the cab- 
inet. Movable metal reflectors enable the sound to be reflected forward 
when the machine stands, in the usual Akai manner, in a vertical 
position. Power output is 6W per channel to 6.5in. round speakers of 
8-ohm impedance. 

From a first sight of the specifications, and from a quick read 
through Mr. Tulchings's review, it would seem that there is only one 
motor. This is because of the method of presentation, which has lost 
something in translation, as too often happens with imported goods. 
(Do the distributors not have staff capable of vetting data sheets ; or 
are these completely prepared before the franchise is accepted ?) 

Whatever the reason, it should be slated at the outset that this is a 
three-motor machine. The capstan motor, which belt-drives the fly- 
wheel, is a two-speed type, hysteresis synchronous, capacitor start, 
working at 1500 or 750 r.p.m. at 50 c/s. The belt mentioned above is a 
flat type, referred to rather ambiguously as a 'tape-drive', which 
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presumably refers to its texture and shape rather than its direct 
function. The two winding motors are also of the induction type, but 
are not synchronous, so that winding speed depends on loading. Speed 
of revolution is 1450 r.p.m. at 50 c/s, giving a rewind lime for a 7in. 
reel of 45 sees. These are also of the capacitor-start type, and in each 
case a 4uF capacitor is used. 

Another small discrepancy that should be noted is the reference to the 
weight of the machine. Our review states 651b. My specification gives 
the weight as 33kg., which is some 7ilb. heavier. My kitchen scales 
are not capable of resolving the difference, but, with Mr. Tulchings 
who dripped sweat into his typewriter after lugging it 20fl., I can assure 
readers that the designation "portable' which appears at the specifica- 
tion heading is somewhat optimistic ! 

Which makes it all the more important that correct sequence of 
operations is followed when dismantling the machine. It should be 
stressed that this is a task not to be undertaken from mere curiosity : 
Messrs. Pullin Optical are most co-operative, and anyone who can 
afford this machine should be able to run to the cost of carriage and 
insurance rather than embarking on an operation that entails the use of 
at least four different screwdrivers. 

Fig. 1 shows the layout of the top deck of the machine (i.e., the 
vertical face when in operating position). Note the fcur screws at each 
side. These must be removed first. Then, take out the four screws 
(smaller Phillips-headed screwdriver) at the corners of the rear ventila- 
tion plate and uncover the mechanism. At the bottom there will be 
seen a row of relays, plugged into their appropriate sockets. Remove 
the two nearest the centre of the machine to make it easier to lift away 
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the quite heavy deckplate and mechanism without doing any damage. 
The various sections of the machine are interconnected by plug and 
socket jumpers and these are all marked with their numbers—which is 
just as well, for some confusion could otherwise easily occur. The 
relevant plugs we need to disconnect to gel the deck and amplifiers 
free are: I, 7, 9. 10, 11, 12, 14 and 16. 

Note that plug 1 connects to socket 1 and plug 16 to socket 16, 
despite a mistake in the service manual that would appear to indicate 
otherwise. Anyway, they cannot be transposed, No. 1 being the 9-pin 
power amplifier connector and No. 16 the 12-pin, keyed, main power 
connector. There is one socket in the deckplate, near the left-hand 
motor, number 16. Other connections arc plugs to amplifier and power 
units as follows : 9,10,11,12,13 and 14 from deck to pre-amp, 5 and 
6 from pre-amp to main amp, 7 from pre-amp to power supply unit, 3 
from power unit to output block, 4 from power unit to voltage selector, 
8 from power unit to connector board, and 16 from connector board to 
deck No. I is from deck to main amplifier and 2 is the speaker con- 
nector plug from the output block. 

After the deck has been disconnected and lifted out, supported at 
the top corners, the chassis can be removed from their neat disposal 
around the inside of the cabinet. Considering the amount of hardware 
packed into the 17? x 16 x I2jin. cabinet, this construction is a work of 
art. Although the power unit and pre-amp employ valves, the main 
amplifier is transistorised, and this helps reduce the heating and ventila- 
tion bogey. If you have enough strength to lift the machine and look, 
you will also find that access is available to the works beneath the pre- 
amp deck with it in place, with a little fiddling. This can be a great 
help. 

The pre-amp is held by four screws at the bottom of the deck plate 
section, as shown in fig. I. Tucked neatly behind it is the main ampli- 
fier, held by four similar screws at the rear. Other units are held to the 
substantial wood blocks around the cabinet in the same way. 

Principal mechanical adjustments are : pinch roller pressure, muting 
switch, tension switch, reel height and brake tension. Electrical : 
winding motor torque adjustment. Electronic ; oscillator frequency, 
bias and erase output, azimuth adjustment and record level indication. 
These will be taken in order. 

Fig. 2 gives the rudiments of the pinch-roller assembly. A solenoid 
pulls the roller arm inward at the left (rear view of deck mechanism). 
The arm is pivoted at X and the outer end thus carries the roller shaft 
into engagement with the capstan on the flywheel spindle. There are 
three important points here ; first, the setting of the lockout A which 
compresses the spring B and gives a fine adjustment of the eventual 
pressure. The nut is screwed on to increase pressure. Correct loading 
should be between 1400 and 1500 gms. Second, the tension of the 
curved spring C, which can give rise to curious noises if a good contact 
between the arm and the solenoid and arm mounting plate is not made 
and maintained with the arm at its extremes of movement. Third, the 
mounting of the roller itself, which is held to the shaft by a cross-head 
screw concealed beneath the cap ; which in turn is held to the arm by a 
nut and a washer at each side of the arm, which has a recessed hole for 
the rear end of the shaft. It is imperative that both the top screw be 
tight, and the nut firm, both washers in place, and the shaft spotlessly 
clean for free rotation, to obtain that quoted "less than 0.06% wow 
and flutter at 7J i/s." Remember that this figure has to be maintained 
in the reverse direction also, with the capstan "pushing" the tape 
toward the left-hand spool. Although the guide 'flywheel' (see fig. 1), 
aids in this running mode, a minimum of torque friction has to be 
seen at the pinch-wheel spindle. 

The muting switch is also to be seen in fig. 2. Essentially quite 
simple, this device consists of an earthing spring, forked at the contact 
end, which shorts the split, insulated, contacts when the pinch roller is 
in the off position. This takes the output of the second stage of the 
preamplifier through a 100-ohm resistor to chassis, effectively muting 
the input. Incorrect adjustment of this spring, or looseness of the split 
pillar contacts, will cause either intermittent playback or strange 
noises during fast winding due to the lack of muting. 

The tension switch is coupled to the rear of the swing arm (see fig. 1) 
and is in series with the 35V DC needed to operate the relays and 
solenoids. Thus, the machine cannot operate without tape loaded, or 
the arm swung into a position roughly between 12 and 3 o'clock. The 
shaft of the tension arm carries a cam which operates the contacts, as 
shown in fig. 3, and the usual trouble with this type of switch is loss of 
elasticity in the contact arms, especially after having been bent a couple 
of times. The mistake is to try to adjust in the operating position, which 
usually results in one or other blade holding off after one or two 

actions. The correct method is to set the operating cam to its off 
sector, then gently bend the outer blades towards the cam, using the 
minimum force and pressing near the 'root', not the lip. Then the cam 
should operate to make the necessary contacts in its proper position. 
Better to make one or two easy attempts than have a single hard bash 
that overdoes things. 

Reel height needs little explanation. There are two recessed axial 
screws in each motor pulley. Slackening these enables the pulley to be 
moved gently on its shaft by hand. If the pulley is stubborn, a gentle 
tap or two with a wooden mallet on the larger diameter section of the 
pulley as the motor is held should do the trick. 

Brake adjustment is not quite so simple. The brakes consist of 
bands which have a servo-wrap to the hubs, and are solenoid operated. 
Tension to each motor should be 200 to 250gm. (measured with a Sin. 
reel loaded up to 4jin.). Adjustment is by two screws in the top of the 
machine, clearly marked Left and Right; direction of rotation is 
clockwise to tighten, and vice-versa. But there are various small 
refinements. The outer ends of the brake bands are held by two screws 
with a coupling plate to a mounting bracket, and some play is possible 
at these ends to give fine adjustment beyond the limits of the two 
screws. These actually alter the position of spring-carrying plates 
which couple to points about a third of the way along the brake arm, 
which is common to both brakes, and is actuated by a pivoted arm to 
which the relay plunger is pinned. (Continued overleaf) 
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REPS RIO Mkll VERSION 

AN IMPROVED MODEL IS NOW 

AVAILABLE MAINTAINING A HIGH 

STANDARD OF PERFORMANCE 

Exclusive professional type idler wheel for 
reliability and reduced wow. 

D.C heating on pre-amp valves. 

Modified Magnavox Studio deck with improved 
wow/flutter. 

Bogen micro-gap two or four track heads 
fitted. 

10 watts nominal R.M.S. Rating. 

Calibrated Bass and Treble controls 

Mic. Gram/radio inputs, separate controls for 
mixing. 

7J i.p.s. 40—15,000 C.P.S. ± IdB lOO^S-j 
3i i.p.s. 40—10,000 C.P.S. ±2dB lOOy-S I to C.C.I.R. 
15 i.p.s. 50— 5,000 C.P.S. ± 3dB 400ixSJ 

5 ECC83. 2 EL84. I ECC82. 2 Contact Recti- 
fiers. 

Pre-amp Signal/Noise > —55dB at all speeds. 

& 

& 

Fully illustrated literature 
OYoilable an request to— 

2 Track 59 gns. 
4 Track 69 gns. 

REPS (TAPE RECORDERS) LTD. 
44 Packington Road, Acton, 

London, W.3 Phone: Acorn 4141 

TAPE RECORDER SERVICE CONTINUED 

Points to check here are the split pins and washers at the ends of the 
brake adjusting screws, the two small plates and both their compression 
springs, and the tension springs to the brake coupling arm. Also, the 
freedom (to pivot) of the brake operating lever and the pivot pin that 
runs transversely through two lugs turned up at the lower end of the 
solenoid mounting plate. Obviously, the bands and their felt mountings 
must be kept clean and free from hardening grit. 

The motor winding torque adjustments consist of lapped resistors, 
using the apparently crude but actually quite effective method of a 
clamped band on a wirewound ceramic former. The take-up motor 
has less voltage applied, actually 65V AC, against the 80V applied to 
the feed motor. Adjustment involves sliding the lapping bands along 
to obtain the correct voltages ; but note that the take-up motor uses a 
200-ohm resistor, with only two connections, to obtain an approximate 
150-ohm tap, whereas the left-hand motor uses a 350-ohm resistor with 
a lapping at about 100-ohms from one end. This is so that the condi- 
tions for "reverse play" can be obtained. During normal play about 
40% of the rated voltage is applied—some 43 to 45V AC. During 
reverse play, this motor takes up, and the 80V AC feed is applied, 
using slippage in the usual way for correct torque. As this machine 
has no pressure pads, and relies on the freedom of the pinch-wheel 
plus the flywheel action of the left guide against the tape tensioning 
action of the tension arm, it will be appreciated that very exact motor 
lappings are needed to get the best wow and flutter figures. 

Before touching upon the electronics,a word,as promised,about this 
automatic cycling act ion. The vernier scale, manual button and setting 
dial can be seen in fig. I. By setting the index points of the inner and 
outer scales in accordance with the vernier marking of the lower 
segment, then operating the machine, one of several cycling conditions 
can be selected. The simplest function is 'repeat play", when, after a 
preset time of playing, the machine automatically rewinds and repeals 
the section of tape. As all functions arc relay-operated, this sequence 
simply requires selection of switching and the use of charged capacitors 
to hold and release the appropriate relays and solenoids. The complete 
switching circuit, including six relays, a head solenoid, and brake 
and pinch roller solenoids, makes a very imposing picture. Little 
purpose is served in reproducing it—although the author has spent 
several hours in redrawing the labyrinth to attempt a graphic descrip- 
tion. and merely ended with a tangled mass of contradictory arrows ! 
The manual uses twelve identical circuits with red and black circuit 
'paths' to do the same thing—a luxury which our Editor would hardly 
permit. 

In addition to the simple "rewind and repeal play', other operations 
are "reverse play" and "normal and reverse, with rewind". The terms 
are self-explanatory, the main difference being that for reverse opera- 
tion, besides changing the directicn of the main motor rotation, the 
head plate is lowered and the playback head changes tracks. The cycle 
continues to repeat until cancelled by the zero button. From the 
servicing point of view, the cycling procedure can be disregarded until 
all other functions are tested, and logical fault-finding will soon prove 
at which point the sequence breaks down, provided the manual opera- 
tion of the machine is normal. 

Head alignment is exacting, should not be necessary unless changes 
have been made, and depends both on the individual head settings and 
the main plate, which is raised and lowered to bring the heads into 
position for track changing. The sequence of operations is as follows: 
release screws A, B and C. Operate "normal play" and adjust A and B 
to keep the tape in constant height position with the roller LGR. 
Operate 'reverse play" and adjust the guide RG and screw C for constant 
tape height. Check the correct operation of the tension arm guide TG. 

Operate 'normal play" and check that erase head is 0.15mm. above 
upper edge of tape : adjust E. Adjust R for recording head level so 
that upper edge of top gap is level with upper edge of tape. With track 
selector in 4-lrack position, adjust P3 for height of playback head. 

Operate 'reverse play" and check that lower edge of playback bottom 
gap is level with lower edge of tape ; adjust P2. Replay test-tape and 
adjust PI for maximum, then check that difference in output for 
"normal play' and "reverse play' is within IdB. As Mr. Tutchings 
noted, outputs are so similar that it is quite unnecessary to duplicate 
operations by testing response on both tracks. 

In common with many other high quality tape recorders, the Akai 
345 has surprisingly few preset adjustments. Those that need attention 

(continued on page 5i6) 
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NEW PRODUCTS NEW PRODUCTS NEW PRODUCTS 

EMITAPE TRIPLE PLAY 
IMPROVEMENTS to their existing range plus the introduction of 

a triple play tape are announced by EMI. Emit ape 99 and 100 
brands arc now being manufactured to European characteristics to 
match the widely used new CCIR standard. Fresh coating materials 
are claimed to give a lower dropout rale, while newly incorporated 
lubricant reduces head wear. Type 99 uses a pre-stretched Melinex 
polyester base film manufactured by ICI. Type 100 has a similar 
composition but is a double-play tape. The triple-play Type 300 uses 
an entirely new oxide formulation and was developed for slow-speed 
limited capacity recorders. It is available in Sin. (1,800fl.), 4in. (900fl.) 
and 3in. (450ft.)sizes, selling for£3 6s., £1 18s.,and£l 2s. respectively. 
All tapes are now being supplied in colour-coded packs with plastic 
library containers. 
Manufacturer: EMI Tape Ltd., Hayes, Middlesex. 

WELLER SOLDERING KIT 
CANADIAN-manufactured Welter soldering equipment is now 

available in Britain, including a range of low-price soldering 
guns. Of particular interest is the 8100D-PK soldering kit, comprising 
S100D gun, resin-cored solder, spanner and two spare bits, cleaning 
brush and soldering tool. The kit is packed in a polypropylene carrying- 
case and costs £3 12s. 6d. 

The SI00D soldering gun alone costs £2 17s. 6d. and includes a pre- 
focused spotlight. A pistol 
grip eliminates all chances 
of accidental burning while 
the built-in trigger-type 
switch prevents wastage of 
heat and power. Most re- 
markable feature of the 
Weller soldering gun, how- 
ever, is the very short 
warm-up time: a sample 
8I00D submitted for test 
took no more than five 
seconds to reach a usable 
temperature from cold. The 
spotlight also proved more 
than a gimmick, being 
focused directly on the bit 
tip. A more powerful gun 
—the X8250 AD—is avail- 
able, having a power con- 

sumption of 275W at 240V AC, compared with the 120W consump- 
tion of the 8100D. The X8250 AD costs £4 9s. Spare tips are avail- 
able for all models, price 7s. 6d. 
Distributor; Weller Electric Corporation, Blatchford Close, Horsham, 
Sassex. 

MINIFLUX WOW AND FLUTTER METER 
MINiFlUX Electronics are now marketing a transistor wow and 

Oottcr meter, designed to assess tape recorder speed character- 
istics. Model ME101 measures deviation from average speed of 
between ±0.02 and -.5% peak-to-peak, with a separate drift indicator 
displaying kmg-tenn velocity changes. Frequency response is 0.5 to 
500 c/s —3dB, linear or weighted. An operating frequency of 3 Kc/s or 
3.15Kc/s may be selected to order. Powered direct from the mains, 
the unit sells for £110. 
Manufacturer: Miniflux Electronics Ltd., 8 Hale Lane, London, N.W.7. 

LENNARD •DRY-SPLICE1 

F)R those who find difficulty in handling conventional pressure- 
sensitive splicing tape, Lennard Developments have introduced an 

accessory closely resembling plastic-backed sticking plaster. A total 
of twenty-four 'pre-cut splices' are supplied in the 4s. 1 Id. Dry-Splice, 
together with a cardboard 'applicator' that may be used in place of a 
splicing block if the latter is not available. A splicing operation using 
the accessory involves cutting the two tape ends at 45° with the 

L06RING 

\ 

CUSTOM MUSIC FOR 

applicating stencil and a single-edged razor blade, butting them 
together—locked between stencil and table or baseboard, and locating 
the Dry-Splice over the two ends. When correctly positioned, the 
backing strips are removed and pressure applied to the joint. The 
Dry-Splice is produced to international tape width. 
Manufacturer: Lennard Developments Ltd., 7 Slades Hill, Eniield, 
Middlesex. 

BACKGROUND MUSIC AND SOUND EFFECTS 
THEME and "atmosphere' music, with a selection of sound-effects, 

are included on the gramophone record Custom Music for 8mm 
and produced by C.D.C. Ltd. Although intended for amateur cine use, 
as the title implies, the disc can be of value in sound recording and 
slide accompaniments. The record is divided into three opening 
pieces, three closing sequences and some twenty general themes with 

such titles as Pomp 
[•23 and Pageantry, Circus 

and Masquerade, and 
Travelling and Loco- 
motion. The latter 
half of the second 
side features twelve 
sound effects includ- 
ing railway, traffic 
and sea effects, and 
closing with applause. 
No copyright fees are 
payable on the disc, 
when used within 
the domestic circle, 
beyond the initial cost 
of the disc. A des- 
criptive leaflet, is 
supplied giving advice 
on using the disc and 

typical applications. A band selector is also included, to facilitate 
easy identification of each recorded track. The exact duration, in 
minutes and seconds, of each sequence is published on the record 
sleeve. 
Manufacturer : C.D.C. Co. Ltd. (Photographic Division), 460 
Holloway Road, London, N.7. 

LOW-PRICED STEREO HEADSET 
NEW to the S.G. Brown range of headphone accessories is a noise- 

excluding stereo model retailing at £6. Frequency response is 
from 20 c/s to 8 Kc/s ± 6dB, being effectively maintained up to 20 Kc/s. 
Ambient noise attenuation at 1 Kc/s is 12dB and efficiency is 

ImW for 95dB sound 
level (normal listen- 
ing level) and each 
headpiece. Distor- 
tion is less than 1% 
at this level and 
less than 6% at 
maximum input 
power of 0,5W, which 
provides I20dB sound 
level. Impedance is 8 
ohms per transducer 
and the weight, in- 
cluding six feet of 
connecting lead, is 
I8oz. The headset is 
finished in smoke grey 
nylon and chromium. 
Manufacturer: S. G. 
Brown Ltd., King 
Georges Avenue, 
Watford. 

# 
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TAPE RECORDER SERVICE CONTINUED 

to suit varying conditions are bias and erase level, hum-bucking and 
balancing, recording level, and main amplifier distortion level. Fig. 4 
shows the rudiments of the Colpitts push-pull oscillator circuit, in 
which it can be seen that there is only one preset, VR. Recording bias 
voltage should be between 8.5 and 9V AC, measured as shown, with a 
valve-voltmeter, at the point of feed to the recording head. With the 
machine in the J-lrack stereo mode, adjust VR for this voltage. 

Erasing voltage should be between 35 and 45 V AC. This is measured 
at the point B, shown dotted. If this voltage cannot be obtained, check 
first the 7JpF feed capacitor, then the head. (Always assuming that the 
obvious substitution lest of the I2BH7 valve has been tried. With 
painful memories of this valve used as timebase oscillator in several 
television receivers, this would be the first candidate for trouble- 
shooting in my book I) 

Oscillator frequency is 60 Kc/s ± 5 Kc/s. The oscillator coil is under 
the mesh shield at the rear top of the pre-amplifier ; not, repeal not, on 
the bottom of the same chassis, where the two tempting coils are 
actually peaking inductances and should not be touched. 

The hum-bucking coil will be found beneath the heads, and the hum 
balancer, in common with the bias adjuster previously mentioned, is at 
the rear of the pre-amplifier chassis. There is one of each for each 
channel, clearly marked. Recording level adjustment can be set by a 
combination of microphone gain and line level controls to suit condi- 
tions. Correct setting is for a 2V AC reading between grid of V4 
(second half of 12 AU7) for 'zero VU' reading with 1 Kc/s sine- wave 
input. 

STARTING A TAPE CIRCLE CONTINUED 

(b) Maintain a library of special sound recordings and sound effects 
and make these available to members. 

(c) Sponsor and assist in the production of sound recordings from 
members' scripts. 

(d) Hold sound recording competitions for members at regular 
intervals. 

(e) Co-operate with other organisations interested in sound, locally, 
nationally, and internationally. 

(f) Raise funds in any way appropriate to the achievement of this 
programme. 

(g) Actively work towards the expansion of this programme, widening 
the scope and facilities of the Club as circumstances permit. 

This is really enough to be going on with for the present. You don't 
have to commit yourselves definitely to Social Services for Hospitals 
or the Blind as this can be covered by clause (e). 
(3) MEMBERSHIP: 
(a) Membership shall be open to all interested in the aims of the 

Club. 
(b) The subscription rate shall be per annum, to be paid on the 

date of joining, and thereafter on the first day of the Club's 
financial year. 

(c) The Committee reserves the right to refuse any application for 
membership without giving any reason for such refusal, and to 
expel any member without publishing its reasons. 

(d) No member shall be paid, either directly or indirectly, for services 
to the Club or for anything except legitimate expenses incurred in 
its work. 

(e) A member whose subscription has not been paid within three 
months of the dale due shall have deemed to have allowed his 
membership to lapse. 

Some of this may seem harsh, but the organisation must protect 
itself from unforeseen situations. 
(4) FUNDS : 
(a) The funds of the Club shall be applied solely to its stated aims. 
(b) The Club's financial year shall be deemed to commence on  
(c) The Club Committee shall have the power to authorise the 

expenditure of sums of money from the Club funds, not exceeding 
£10. Any item exceeding this must have general assent. 

(d) In the event of dissolution any remaining funds shall be shared 
equally between all the current members or donated to a worthy 
cause. This shall be decided by majority vote. 

(5) OFFICERS : 
Officers of the Club shall comprise the following : Chairman; 

Secretary; Treasurer. 
No member may hold more than one post. In event of a resignation. 

the Committee shall havepowcr to appoint a successor for the remaining 
term of office. 

You may wish to embody a clause to the effect that no member may 
hold any given post on the Committee for more than a certain period. 
It is, nevertheless, unwise to chop and change Secretaries. The Secretary 
should be the keenest and most reliable member of the club. Remember 
it is his address that will appear in the press. At all cost, avoid the 
possibility of potential members writing to outdated addresses or 
ex-members. 

It is a sad fact that the Committee and its handful of assistants 
frequently cut themselves off from the club as a whole, forming a 
select "club within a club". This is the beginning of the end. New and 
non-technical members must not be treated merely as an audience for 
innumerable speeches from the Chairman or 'Technical Officer'. No 
detailed technical knowledge is needed by the operator of a mixing 
unit and frequently the least experienced club member will show 
great aptitude at monitoring and fading, having once grasped exactly 
what is going on. 

Women, I find, make excellent Show Organisers (men are apt to 
neglect home comforts such as coffee during the interval). There is a 
great fund of material available for weekend "open" meetings : tape 
and slide programmes, interesting sound films (ostensibly for analysis 
purposes but good entertainment material too) from the free loan 
libraries such as Sound Services, guest speakers, and exchange pro- 
grammes with other clubs. It is useful to get in touch with other clubs 
anyway in order to see how they are filling their programmes. There 
are over five hundred Cine clubs in Britain and there is bound to be 
one in your area with which you may co-operate to present the Ten 
Best Amateur Films of the year—a sure fund raiser. (By the way, it is 
surprising how poorly placed some of these Cine clubs are when it 
comes to sound recording. Many of them can do with expert assistance 
from time to time, especially when engaged in producing a local 
sponsored documentary.) 

Another warning. Do not allow your Committee to become over- 
whelmed with administration, and if anyone finds his work too much 
then find him an assistant immediately. 

The keenest members are usually found on the Committee and 
if they arc allowed no chance to function creatively then the Club will 
suffer as a whole. 

Well there it is, prospective Secretary. Give it a try. But, if you find 
that after a year of writing and answering letters, dashing around to 
organise people into doing this or that, tangling with the Authorities, 
finding replacements for Committee members, and a hundred and one 
other things, you've forgotten just how a tape recorder works, do not 
blame me You cannot say I did not warn you ! 

TAPING THE BATTLE OF WATERLOO CONTINUED 

says, briefly, "the victory is decided in favour of the British Troops." 
In another famous play, The Miller and His Men (1813), a lady blows 

up the villains with gunpowder—and disembodied limbs rain down 
amid flames and smoke. From lime immemorial, the sound-effects for 
such typical toy-theatre scenes were produced from clappers, penny- 
whistles, tambourines and other impedimenta. Nowadays, tape can 
surely provide the more thrilling realism—even if the effects are merely 
dubbed from disc. 

My own procedure is to record the effects in consecutive order. Tne 
child can then 'switch on' each successive effect by using the pause- 
control for replay. For example, he slides Cinderella's coach on stage 
(with his left hand); and (with his right) 'switches on' the hooves- 
and-wheels. He can then 'switch off before speaking the dialogue— 
'switching on' again when the coach is drawn off. A sophisticated 
technique is not necessary. Generally, it is sufficient to pre-fade all 
effects in-and-out; this gives the illusion of the sound 'arriving' or 
'departing'. 

1 have found the Philips EL33U0 portable ideal for the children ; it 
hides behind the smallest theatre and lends an impression of'miniature 
sound" while being easy for them to operate without supervision. 

I do not suggest that dialogue and effects are recorded together 
(leaving the child mute)—for this robs the performance of charm and 
improvisation. But there is no reason why the adults should not annexe 
the scripts when the children have gone to bed. The play can then be 
produced, with glorious gusto, as a full-scale drama tape recording. 
But do remember to include an imaginary audience—Sir Jasper must 
be hissed and the hero cheered. Properly done, this will evoke the 
very odours of orange peel and gaslight. 
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equipment reviews 

AMPEX 

2073 

STEREO 

MANUFACTURER'S SPECIFICATION. Quarter-track stereo recorder 
with internal power amplifiers and speakers. Tape Speeds: 7i, 3i and 1 (i/'s. 
Frequency Response (respective); 30 c/s-18 Kc/s, 40 c/s-12 Kc/'s and 40 c/s- 
6 Kc/s^SdS. Wow and Flutter (respective): 0.08%. 0.12% and 0.2%. 
Signal-to-Noise Ratio (respective); 52dB, 48dB and 43dB. Output Power: 
8 W per channel. Fast Wind: 1 minute 55 seconds for 1,200lt. Dimensions; 
19 X 131 X 7iin. Weight: 391b. Price: £198 10s. Distributor; Ampex 
(G.B.) Ltd., Acre Road, Reading, Berkshire. 

FIG. I AMPEX 2073 WOW AND FLUTTER 
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1 SECOND 

ONE original feature of the 2013 is the automatic threading 
facility. The tape is led round the curved face of the head block 

and dropped into a straight slot which runs from top to bottom of a 
box-like casing that replaces the normal take-up reel. Inside this box 
is a single Banged spool with a castellated hub which grabs the tape 
and starts winding without any further bother. After fiddling with 
American style reels with no slotted flanges and a tape anchoring slot 
which could only be reached by the fingers of a child of five, I can well 
appreciate the reason for this gimmick. 

It will be seen that the reels cannot be turned over and interchanged 
in the normal way, so that the direction of tape movement has to be 
reversed to play the second pair of tracks. On this machine the tape 
direction can be reversed at any point by recording a subsonic (20 c/s) 
tone on the tape. So, with a tone at each end of the tape, or desired 
section, the recorder will go on repeating it robot fashion for ever 
more, or until somebody presses the stop key ! 

The tape reversing facility is easily provided because two capstans 
are fitted, one at each end of the head block. Both capstans are driven, 
and the tape held against them by pressure rollers so that the tape 
motion across the heads is effectively insulated from any external 
effect. This 'closed loop' system is a heritage from Ampex instrumenta- 

FIG. 2 AMPEX 2073 PLAYBACK RESPONSE (LINE OUTPUT) 
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tion FM recorders, where wow and flutter had to be held to very low 
levels indeed. 

A contributing factor to smooth tape motion is the elimination of 
pressure pads on any of the heads. A single sensing rod measures the 
tape tension and maintains it constant by a servo braking action on 
the trailing flywheel. It also keeps the tape against the heads even 
when reversing. The excellent wow and flutter performance of this 
system is demonstrated by the flultergrams of fig. I. On this particular 
machine total cumulative wow and flutter did not exceed 0.1 %RMS 
at any of the three speeds. On each speed 1 deliberately slopped and 
started the machine several times, altering the tape position slightly on 
each test to try and phase the recorded and play speed imperfections so 
that they added. The highest reading on each set of traces was pro- 
duced in this way, and only at the lowest speed on I j i/s could the very 
low capstan wow be heard as a very slight waver on a constant oscil- 
lator tone. At the higher speeds the tone was dead steady and sounded 
particularly pure due to lack of high frequency flutter. 

Playback equalisation (fig. 2) was checked by playing test-tapes 
recorded to 70, 140 and 280i<S characteristics. The slight 3dB fall on 
the 7i i/s response shows that the equalisation is to the NAB standard 
of SOjiS. System noise, with no tape passing the heads, was 40dB 
below test-tape level. 

Record/play tests were made from line-input to line-output at all 
speeds at a level 6dB below test-tape level to allow for the severe high 
frequency pre-emphasis which is used in recording the NAB charac- 
teristic. Fig. 3 shows some fall in high frequency response against the 
specification, but it should be mentioned that, as no Ampex tape was 
provided with the recorder, the tests were made on a good quality 
British tape which may, however, need a slightly different bias. 
Nevertheless, the responses are in line with fully professional machines, 
which seldom promise more than 15 Kc/s at 7) i/s, 7jr Kc/s at 3J i/s 
and 3i Kc/s at 11 i/s, i.e. 2 Kc/s per inch, with the bias set for minimum 
distortion and noise. 

Overload tests at 500 c/s showed that a level 15dB above test-tape 
level could be recorded with no visible distortion of the recorded 
waveform, and that even at I7dB above test-tape the distortion was 

(continued on page 549) 

FIG. 3 AMPEX 2073 RECORD/PLAYBACK RESPONSE (LINE IN/OUT) T 
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THE RECORDER CO. 

fothest machines on advantageous fenns 

Deposit 12 Monthly Cosh 
Payments Price C s. d. £ s. d. Gns. 4-TRACK STEREO/MONO 

Cossor CR1607 ... .. 9 0 0 4 9 9 57 Sony TC200 .. II 7 0 5 7 1 72 Beocord 1500 ... .. 14 0 6 6 12 5 89 Philips EL3534 ... .. 14 10 0 6 16 10 92 Tandbcrg 74 .. 14 13 0 6 18 4 93 Sony TC500 .. 16 10 9 7 16 3 105 Grundig TK46 ... .. 16 17 1 7 19 2 107 Beocord 2000TM .. 18 19 0 8 16 8 119 Beocord 2000SC .. 19 8 0 9 2 II 123 Akai M8  .. 23 0 0 10 17 2 146 
MAINS 2-TRACK Ferguson 3210 ... .. 3 15 9 1 15 9 24 Fidelity Playmacic 2 .. 4 8 3 2 1 8 28 Wyndsor 707 II... .. 5 1 0 2 7 7 32 Grundig TKI8L .. 6 9 6 3 1 0 41 Tandberg 823 ... .. 8 10 3 4 0 4 54 Reps RIO Mk. II .. 9 6 0 4 7 9 59 Tandberg 92 .. 10 17 6 5 2 8 69 BrencllV Scries 3 .. II 13 6 5 10 1 74 Truvox RI02 .. II 19 6 5 13 1 76 Brenell 5/3 Mir. .. 12 9 0 5 17 6 79 Ferrograph 63 1 ... .. 13 17 3 6 10 II 88 Brenell 5/3 'M' ... .. 14 13 0 6 18 4 93 Revox 736 .. 19 II 0 9 4 5 124 
STEREO TAPE UNITS 
Beocord 1500 Teak .. 14 0 6 6 12 5 89 Truvox PDI04 ... .. 14 0 6 6 12 5 89 Ferrograph 632 2-T .. 18 18 0 8 18 6 120 Ferrograph 634 ... .. 18 18 0 8 18 6 120 

Open Saturday 6 p.m.—Friday 6.30 p.m. H.P. also over 18 and 24 months 
If unable to call, write for free brochure. 

Deposit \2 Monthly Cash 
Payments Price 

MAINS 4-TRACK £ s. d. C s. d. Gns. 
Fidelity Playmatic 4 ... 4 18 0 2 6 1 31 
Elizabethan LZ34 ... 5 1 0 2 7 7 32 Ferguson 3212 ... ... 5 4 0 2 9 1 33 
Philips EL3558 Teak ... 6 13 0 3 2 5 42 
Grundig TKI7I  ... 6 15 6 3 4 0 43 
Ferguson 3214 ... ... 6 19 0 3 5 5 44 
Grundig TK400... ... 7 9 0 3 9 10 47 
Grundig TK23I  ... 7 14 6 3 12 11 49 
Tandberg 843 ... ... 9 6 0 4 7 9 59 
Philips EL3556 Teak ... 9 15 6 4 12 3 62 
Reps RIO Mk. 2... ... 10 17 6 5 2 8 69 
Truvox RI04 ... ... 12 9 0 5 17 6 79 
Grundig TK40 ... ... 13 14 6 6 9 5 87 

4-TRACK BAHERY OPERATED 
TELEFUNKEN "301" 

Playing time 6 hours at 33 i.p.s. using 5" Triple 
Play Tape. Microphone included. 

54 GNS. Deposit £8.10.3 and 12 pmts £4.0.4. 
Accessories available: Rechargeable Battery £5.17.0 
Mains Charger Unit £13.13.0 Carrying Case £7.12.6 

BATTERY 
Philips "Pocket" ... 4 2 0 I 18 8 
Philips EL3586   4 2 0 118 8 Optacord 408 Bat/Mns. 6 3 0 2 15 6 
Telefunken 300 2-Track 7 14 6 3 12 II 
Telelunken 301 4-Tratk 8 10 3 4 0 4 
Ficord 202A  10 8 0 4 18 2 
GrundigTK6 Bat/Mns. 10 17 6 5 2 8 
Uher 4000S Report ... 16 14 6 7 13 3 
Akai X4 Stereo 4-T ...21 II 0 9 13 4 

FREE DELIVERY 
PART EXCHANGE 

or send deposit now for quick delivery. 

r 

AKAI Model X4 
STEREO BATTERY PORTABLE 

131 gns. 

t*- 

26 
26 
39 
49 54 
66 
69 

103 
131 

THE RECORDER CO. 

Deposit £21.11.0 
12 monthly pay- 
ments £9.13.4 

Four-speed, four-track Ster«o/Monaural operation 15/16. 
•i. 3J. 7i i.p.s. Only the AKAI exclusive Crossfield Head is capable of recording 30-6000 cycles at the unusually 
slow tape speed of 15/16 i.p.s. Output of 2 watts per 
channel. Two VU meters. Up to 16 hours playing 
time using 5" reels. 2 microphones. Mains Unit and 
rechargeable Nickel Cadmium Battery included. 

AKAI M-8 
Cross-Field Head. 4-Spced. 4-Track. Vertical Stereo. 
146 gns. Terms over 12, 18 or 24 months. 
We will be pleased to demonstrate these fine models 

or send full details. 
(DEPT. R) 188 WEST END LANE. 
WEST HAMPSTEAD, LONDON, N.W.6 

Telephone: SWI 4977 

vm 
m 

'i 

BY FAR THE CHEAPEST 

FULL RANGE OF 

PREMIUM QUALITY TAPE 

DE VILLIERS (Electronic World) LTD., I6D Strutton Ground, London, S.W.I 
STANDARD PLAY (PVC Base) 
3"/ 150fc. 4 for 18/- □ 
•• .. 48/- doz, (3 4" / 300ft. 4 for 26/- f 
5" / 600fi. 2 for 26/- f 
5}'/ 900ft. 16/- C 7" /1,200ft. 19/- □ 

DOUBLE PLAY 
Polyester Base) 
3" / 374ft. 2 for 20/- 

(Prestressed 

4* / 600ft. 
5* /1.200ft. 
SJ*/1,800ft. 
7" /2.500ft. 

108/- doz. 2 for 30/- 
27/- 
35/- 
45/- 

LONG PLAY (Prestressed Poly- 
ester Base) 

3" / 225ft. 4 for 22/- 
60/- doz. 

4" / 450ft. 2 for 21/- 
5" / 900fi. 2 for 35/- 
SJ"/1,200ft. 24/- 
7* /1,800(r. 31/- 
TRIPLE PLAY 
(Prestressed Polyester Base) 
3" / 465ft. 2 for 26/6 ~ 
Si"/ 650ft. 4" / 900ft. 
5- /1.700ft. 
5^/2,300ft. 
7" /3.300ft. 

150/- doz. 
17 - 
23/6 
40/- 
52/6 
80'- 

I enclose £ s. d. 

ADDRESS  
NAME. 

BLOCK LETTERS PLEASE CASH WITH ORDER 

post race* seuo coupon now— 

'Q'-C O R D 

B 

J 

E 

C 

T 

I 

V 

L 

I 

A 

B 

L 

U 

A 

L 

I 

T 

Y 
60-10,000 c/s 

±3db. 
sig./noise ratio 
SSdb's below test. SOdb's 
below peak 
Heads by 

BOGEN Push Pull Osc. 
AC erase. 
Wow Aflutter, 
less than 0.5% 
RMS. 
Complete with dynamic mike 200/50K, 1,200' TP tape, empty spool, radio lead, 
headphones, head cleaning kit. cct. diagram, batteries, etc. 
Delivered anywhere in the U.K. Carriage/Ins. Paid. 6 months full guarantee. No labour charges. As field trial in July "Tape Recorder". 24 hours telephone- 
answering unit now fitted. Blackpool 45049 

203 34gns. Rl I9K 32gns. 7-j ips model available shortly. 
Full details from : 

C. Braddock Ltd. ^7^ 

o 

M 

P 

A 

C 

T 
10 x 10x4. 

Sib. 
3! I.P.S. Buhler motor. 
Constantspeed Finest compo- 
4: inch spools. 
2 hrs. play. nen,5• 
Operate in any "Vest German 

position. made. 

Powered from mains/battery/6-I2V 
car battery and a 6V accumulator 

for 203. 

u 

A 

L 

T 

R 

A 

C 

K 
No pr. pad on 
record head. 
Replay pre. rec. tapes. 
Ideal for dub- 

bing. 
Inputs for 

mike, radio, 
2mV/S0K 
outputs 
5 ohms—20K 
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AMPEX 2073 REVIEW CONTINUED 

not thai of violent overload, but just a slight rounding of the sine-wave 
peaks. 

The record level indicator was unusual in using a flashing neon with 
two electrodes, one above the other; the lower one had to be kept 
flashing most of the time, but flashing of the top one indicated incipient 
overload and corresponded to a recording level about l5dB above 
test-tape level. The indicators proved very easy to use, and were well 
suited to the gentle overload characteristic of this recorder. 

Peak recording level was erased and the wide-band signal-to-noise 
ratio found to be 53dB. Weighted to the car's response at low levels, 
the ratio was better than 60dB. 

The single knob tone control, which acts on the output stages only 
and does not affect the line output, proved to be rather awkward in 
that it was impossible to set it to give a level response at the external 
speaker jacks. With the pointer in the central position, the response 
was up 8dB at 100 c/s and 3dB at 10 Kc/s with reference to the 1 Kc/s 
output. With the control fully anticlockwise, the high note response 
was sensibly level with a bass rise of 12dB at 100 c/s. With the control 
fully clockwise, the bass response was level, but the high note response 
was up lOdB at 10 Kc/s. On the internal speakers, a few dB here or 
there did not matter ; in fact, fig. 4 shows that the tone control can be 
set to give a reasonably level response over the range 200 c/s to 7 Kc/s 
in any listening position. 

With wide-range external speakers, however, the "built in' bass rise 
at the most level setting of the tone control was unpleasantly obvious. 

The response of the microphone supplied with this recorder was 
calibrated against a standard in a white-noise sound field and gave the 
very level response shown in fig. 5. 

COMMENT 
The technical performance of this recorder up to the line output is 

beyond reproach and reaches professional standards of frequency 
response, signal-to-noise ratio and tape transport. The microphone 
also is capable of feeding a wide-range signal to the recorder under 
proper acoustic conditions. 

It seems a pity that the output stages and speaker system do not do 
full justice to the available signal. There is no lack of power and the 
signal is clean ; it is simply a matter of poor tonal balance which the 
tone control docs nothing to rectify. 

Another point which I did not realise until late in the review was that 
the machine only records from left to right, so that the self-threading 

reel and covers have to be removed and replaced with a normal reel 
so that the reels may be interchanged for recording in the other 
direction. In other words, the self-threading auto-reversing facility can 
only be used on recorded tapes. 

However, we mere males probably do not fully appreciate the 
virtues of auto-threading and endless background music without 
changing tapes, and such facilities may well appeal to the distaff side 
of the family to an extent which would justify the purchase of the 2073 
to feed the master's high (idelily installation. A. Tufchings. 

FILMAGIC CLEANING ACCESSORIES 

MANUFACTURER'S SPECIFICATION. Tape Cleanino Accessory Kits. 
Pylon Kit comprising guide, tape conditioning fluid and spare sleeves. 
Price: £1 15s. FM200 Kit comprising two 2oz. bottles of fluid (a cleaner lor 
heads and guides and a lubricant) with brushes. Price: 17s. 6d. Postage: 
1s.6d. per kit. Distributor: Concordia,42 Museum Street, London.W.C.I. 

THE tape recorder enthusiast is well catered for nowadays. If he 
lakes the trouble to shop around, he will find a dozen splicing 

kits, two or three cleaning devices and an abundance of lubricating 
media. 

Nevertheless, an inspection of a few of the machines that arrive in a 
service department would convince the visitor that the only accessories 
available were a blunt pen-knife and an oily rag. The usual excuse for 
neglect is the inconvenience of cleaning regularly. Concordia offer a 
method of easing that burden—a method which, surprisingly, works as 
well as its pre-markeling publicity promised. 

The Pylon kit contains the basic pylon, which is an acetate guide 
with removable outer sleeving, and a padded centre. A few drops of 
Long-Life fluid applied to the centre padding before a recording session 
allow gradual infiltration and thus a lubrication and cleansing action. 
If the pylon is mounted after the feed spool and before the transport 
section, the tape carries the fluid across guide and head faces on its 
oxide surface. The effect is difficult to judge, but the reviewer used an 
old tape, discarded because of faulty bonding, which had a habit of 
cluttering up the tape path of most machines with a residue of debris. 
Running this through completely, against a pylon, reduced the clutter 
to negligible proportions. (A second pylon, prior to the take-up spool, 
would have been a good idea in this instance.) 

The pylons come in three types: suction cup mounting, that can be 
stuck on the deck-plate anywhere, and is handy if the tape recorder lid 
does not allow permanent mounting in a convenient place ; screw 
fixing, which needs a permanent mounting position; and spade or 
slide mounting, which can be slid under a convenient screw head. The 
spare sleeves arc simply fitted, and can be squeezed out in warm 
water, so long as detergents which may loosen the nylon bond are 
avoided. The tape conditioner is claimed to prevent curling, warping 
and embrittlement of the tape, a claim hard to check. Certainly it 
lubricated and cleaned and for that purpose alone is worth employing. 

MINIATURE SIGN 
The second kit consists of two small bottles, like a miniature 

apothecary's sign. The red fluid is a powerful cleaner, much better 
than methylated spirit or any alcohol preparation. A single application 
with the small brush fitted to the bottle cap leaves head faces bright 
and shining—even those which arrived in the workshop looking as if 
they had been kept in the coalhouse. The only restriction is that this 
fluid attacks painted surfaces and some plastics, and must thus be kept 
away from covers and dceorat ivc plates. 

The blue fluid is a tape lubricant which should be the answer to some 
of those readers who complain that DP tape on their older machines 
leads to squeaking noises and occasionally flutter. It is useful in the 
workshop, where a number of machines have to be handled, or at 
home when a pylon is not available. Applied to friction points, it 
considerably assists tape transport and gives that extra touch of 
efficiency that the enthusiast always seeks. The liquid makes an 
excellent alternative to the Polyieirafluorelliylene lubricant, described 
in the August 1965 issue. 

Both these fluids are also available in 16 ounce bottles for profes- 
sional purposes. But the kit size should last for months at the rate it 
will be used by the average chap. The sample kit issued to the reviewer 
has been in use by two apprentices engaged in tape recorder service 
and after three weeks is still only about two-thirds denuded. More 
than this—the boys say they like it, and have forsworn meths. What 
greater accolade is needed ? H. W. Hellyer 

FIG. 4 AMPEX 2073 ACOUSTIC RESPONSE 
AXIS ONE SPEAK 
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SO no 200 S00 1000 2K sk iok 
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FIG. 5 AMPEX 2001 MICROPHONE RESPONSE 

I 
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TAPE 

W. 

RECORDER 

HCOVERS 
Smart waterproof cover 
to give complete protec- 
tion to your tape recorder. 
Made from rubberised 
Canvas in navy, wine, tan, 
grey and bottle green 
with white contrasting 
pipings, reinforced base, 
handy zip microphone 

Grundig TK. I   49/6 
TK.5   55/- 
TK.6   67/6 
TK.8   63/- 
TK. 14 & 23 & 18 59/6 
TK I4L. I7L, 231 

I8L   67/6 
TK.20   52/6 
TK.24   55/- 
TK.25   55/- 
TK.30   60/- 
TK.35   63/- TK 40 & 41 ... 66/- 
TK.46   82/- 
TK.55   63/-* 
TK.60   75/-# 

TK.400   67/6 
TK.830/3D ... 63/- 
Cub  35/-# 

Telefunken 85   65/- 
75/15 & 76K... 55/- 
95   69/6 

Philips 3108   57/6 
.. 3548   79/6 

•Wichout pocket 
A. BROWN & SONS LTD. 

24-28 GEORGE STREET, HULL. TEL: 25413, 25412 

Philips 3534 87/- 
3549 . 79/6 
EL3S42 ... . 63/- 

.. EL3536 ... . 70/- 
EL35IS ... . 57/6 
EL354I/IS . 57/6 
3541 /H ... • 72/- ,, Starmakcr... 66/- Cossor 1601 . 63/- 

„ 1602 . 57/6 
.. 1604 79/- 
.. 1605 84/- Stella ST454 57/6 

.. ST455 . 63/- 

.. ST458   79/- 

.. ST459   Saba 2305   
84/- 
79/6 Elizabethan I Z.29 75/- 

, Tandbcrg 72. 72bt 74, 741 
823. 843; Hard case 141/8 

Soft case .. 112/6 Tandberg 62, 64, 62b, 
64b. - 92   141/8 Soft case .. 112/6 

Brenell Mk. S-I-5M 77/- 
„ 3 scar 

Truvox R92 and 94 
69/- 
99/- 

Robuk RK.3-fRK,4 67/6 Ferrograph 88/- Sony 521  90/- 
Revox   . 84/- 
Optacord 414 + 412-M16 63/- 

TAPE BARGAINS 

SCOTCH 
A special purchase of brand new, top 
quality, double coated, Scotch Magnetic 
tape (type I50D/C) Polyester L/P. 
Spooled to a special length for industrial 
purposes and now available from us for 
domestic consumption. Don't miss this 
rare opportunity, 900'on 7" reel. Nor- 
mally 27/6. Only 15/6. P. & P. 1/6. 
Three reels for 45/- post free. Six reels 
for 84/- post free. Boxed add I/- per 
reel. LIMITED QUANTITIES 

SCOTCH 
An exceptional offer of brand new 
top quality Polyester L/P Tape, fully 
leadered and packed in the makers box 
Available while stocks last at sub- 
stantially below usual price. Type 
150-1800' on 7" reel. Normally 49/-. 
Only 41/- P. & P. 1/6. 
Three reels for 122/6 post free. 
Six reels for 240/- post free. 

AVAILABLE—SEND NOW! 

NEW FROM GERMANY! 

ORWO TAPE 
Brand new P.V.C. magnetic recording tape, fully leadered at both ends. Exceptionally 
well-boxed in sturdy cassette-type vertical flip opening carton. Available in long- 
play base only at a sensationally low price. 
1,800'on 7" reel 1,200'on 5 reel One for   22/6 One for   19/6 
Three for  63/- Three for  55/- 
Sixfor  120/- Six for   105/- 

900' on 5** 
One for 
Three for 
Six for 

reel 

POSTAGE AND PACKING... FREE! 

16/6 
47/- 
90/- 

Don't forget our other ACCESSORY BARGAINS! 
Tape Head Demagnetiser, essential for any enthusiast! Ready for immediate use. 
Fully guaranteed. Worth 50/-  Only 27/6. P. & P. 1/6 
Tape Splicer,fuliyauto..norazor blades. Worth32/6 ... Only 16/6. P. & P. 1/6 Scmi-Professional Bulk Eraser—operated by revolving spool around a spindle. 
Take up to 7" reels. Worth 7 gns. ... 
Full Pro. Model taking 10'reels 
Mic. Mixer, Transistor 4 channel (Hl-Z) ... 
Eagle Pioneer SE.I, Stereo Headphones  
Gevaert Tape 600' on SJ* reel (Boxed)  
Transcription Plinth (I8'x I8'x 4i"). grey or walnut 
Deram Transcription Cartridge (mono or stereo) 
International Tape 7', 2,400' Polyester (Boxed) 

Only 79/6. P. & P 4/6 
Only 119/6. P. & P. 5/6 
Only 49/6. P. & P. 2/6 
Only 105/-. P. & P. 2/6 
Only 10/6. P. & P. 1/6 
Three for 30/- post free 
Only 45/-. Post Free 
Only 75/-, Post Free 
Only 25/-. P. & P. 1/6 SEND FOR LISTS OF OTHER TAPE AND HI-FI BARGAINS 

K. J. ENTERPRISES (Dept. TR7), 7 Mason's Avenue, Wealdstone, Middx. 
HAR 0395 (closed p.m. Wed. and Sat.) REFUND GUARANTEE 

# 24-HOUR RETURN MAIL ORDER SERVICE 
# ALL MAKES OF AUDIO EQUIPMENT SUPPLIED 

AN IDEAL 

CHRISTMAS PRESENT 

1966 

AUDIO DIARY 

includes over 50 pages of valuable reference information fo ithe 
hi-ft and tape recording enthusiast. This sort of data can only 
normally be found by reference to many different sources. 
Subjects covered include: Aerials lor VHP and FM; 
Composers' nationalities and dales; Decibels: 
Tape playback equalisation; Tape playing time; 
Tape track positions; 
Descriptive musical terms; Frequency and pitch; Gramophone 
records and their reproduction; Interconnecting equipment; 
Loudness and hearing; Speaker crossovers; Metric/British 
conversion data; Pickup tracking error; Some common 
circuit symbols; Stereo loudspeaker placing; Symbols and 
abbreviations; Wavelength and frequency. 

1966 AUDIO DIARY 

7 6 post free 
Available now from Link House Publications Ltd., 
Link House, Dingwall Avenue, Croydon, Surrey. 

Wc arc happy to ainnounce that we can now supply 

BRAND NEW BRITISH & GERMAN 

RECORDING TAPES 
P.V.C. POLYESTER & MYLAR 

(ALSO PRE-RECORDED FOREIGN LANGUAGES) 

Both manufactured by world reputable British and German firms. All fitted 
with leaders and stop foils. Not rejects or sub-standard in any way—all tapes 
are splice free and arc boxed. Remember: full refund plus postage should 
goods not meet with your full approval. To date no refund has been requested. 

Standard Play Length English price Germon Price 
3" ISO' Ht 2/3 
4- 300' 41- 3/9 
5' 600' »/- 7/6 
sr 900' 11/6 ti- 
7* 1200' 16/- nt- 

Long Play 
3" 220' 31- nt 
4' 450' 61- a- 
5- 900' 11/6 10/- 
Si' 1200' 16/- 11/6 
7- 1800' 23/- 15/6 

Doublf Ploy 
3- 400' tl- SI- 
4" 600' 8/6 TU 
5' 1200' 21/- 14/- 
5J- 1800' 24/- 19/- 
7- 2400' 39/- 23/- 

LEARN FOREIGN LANGUAGES the easy way from BRAND NEW 
PRE-RECORDED TAPES in GERMAN, FRENCH. SPANISH and 
ITALIAN. 26 step-by-step easy lessons on each tape recorded at 3J r.p.s. 
supplied complete with Handbook. Retail 59/6 each. OUR PRICE 19/6 each, 

Postage and packing I /- per spool, 4 or more post free. 
EMPTY SPOOLS : 3* 9d. 5" 2/-. 51' 2/3. 7' 2/6. 

N. WALKER Ltd. 

28 Linkscroft Ave., flshford. Phone : 53020 Middx. 
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READERS' 

PROBLEMS 

Readers encountering trouble with their tape equipment are invited to write 
to the editorial office tor advice, marking their envelopes "Readers' Problems 
—Tape". Replies will be sent by post and items of general interest may also 
be published in this column at a later date. This service does not, however, 
include requests for information about manufacturers' products when this is 
obviously obtainable from the makers themselves. Queries must be reasonably 
short and to the point, limited to one subject whenever possible. In no 
circumstances should such letters be confused with references to matters 
requiring attention from other departments at this address. We cannot 

undertake to answer readers' queries by telephone. 

MATCHING THE FOORD MIXER 
Dear Sir, I shall shortly be constructing the mixer described by A. Foord 
in the January and February 1965 issues. Before commencing the 
task, however, I should like to clarify one or two points. 

Firstly, is the ceramic pickup preamplifier suitable for GC8 crystal 
cartridges and would equalisation be necessary ? Secondly, would the 
tape-head preamplifier match the "external amplifier" output of an 
Elizabethan LZ30 recorder, or is a new circuit called for ? 

Yours faithfully, P.K.S., London, S.W.2. 

The ceramic pickup input is guile suitable for the GCS crystal cartridge. 
In fact, the slightly lower impedance of the latter, and the higher output 
than the type to which Mr. Foord designed his module, will assist you in 
the equalising problem, giving greater effective input impedance. No, 
there is no need for further equalising. 

Regarding the second query, the tape input is designed to match a 
playback head and needs only imV for correct output of SOOmY, with 
100K matching. The 'external amplifier' socket on the LZ30 gives about 
250 limes as much at the same impedance. The output from this socket 
should be fed direct to the main amplifier, not via the preamplifier, unless 
you want to tidy things up by providing a 'straight-through' socket— 
which seems a little superfluous. 

We would dose in commending to you some additional preamplifier 
circuits based on the new BC107 transistor and published in June 
1005. They appeared in 'Mallard Outlook', available from Milliard 
House, Torrington Place. London, W.C.I. 

CLUTCH BINDING ON THE STELLA ST454 
Dear Sir, My problem is wow. Using a 5in. spool of BASF LP tape 
1 made a recording with my Stella ST HI covering the entire length of 
one track. On playback I found that the first half of the recording was 
satisfactory. The next ten minutes showed a slight wow, which 
gradually increased until the last ten minutes or so became intolerable. 
This fault has been present for the past three months, despite being 
'repaired' by a local dealer claiming to specialise in tape recorder 
maintenance. The main drive bell and pinch wheel have been 
replaced. Fast wind in both directions appears to be in order. 

Yours faithfully, J.M.T., Bury St. Edmunds 

The problem, as you describe it. appears to originate from a fierce dutch 
action as the weight of tape on the right-hand spool exceeds a certain 
point. This is understandable if you study the type of dutch used, 
comprising a fell ring inset in the turntable underside, which slips on a 
plastic plate fixed to the spindle. The level of the plate is determined by 
the setting of a lever beneath the mechanism, which allows the plate to 
drop during fast wind to engage the upper section of the turntable solidly 
with the Vulcanan plugs in the dutch drum. The latter is driven by the 
single belt. 

Beneath the square section of the spindle, which has a plastic disc 
affixed, there are two or three PVC washers that act as a bearing 'float' 
above the main mounting boss. These lend to become dry and brittle and 
may need a little lubrication with light grease or even to be replaced if 
broken or worn. While the assembly is dismantled, clean the fell disc 

(continued overleaf) 

— YOUR TAPE DEALER — 
London Arcn 

I BRITAIN'S LARGEST TAPE & HI-FI SPECIALISTS I 

luSaund 

Disc and Tape Reproducing Equipment and Tape Recorders by Leading Manufacturers 
Custom Built Installations 

All High Fidelity Requirements and Services Available 
Estimates Free Personal Service 

Custom High Fidelity 
371 Green Lanes, Palmers Green, N.13 PALmers Green 5228 

hill 

FOR ALL LEADING 

n AUDIO EQUIPMENT 
call, wrlta, or telephone 

hampstead HIGH-FIDELITY 
9la Heath Street, Hampstead, London N.W.I Telephone HAHpstead 637? 

IjlSKYj 

ALL LEADING MAKES IN STOCK 
Cash or Easy Terms 

LONDON'S FINEST SERVICE 
207 EDGWARE R0AD,W.2. PAD 3271/2 
152-1 S3 FLEET STREET. E.C.4. FLE 2833 

33 TOTTENHAM COURT ROAD, W.I. MUS 2605 
42 TOTTENHAM COURT ROAD, W.I. LAN 2573 

SHEEN TAPE RECORDER CENTRE 
SPECIALISTS IN TAPE RECORDERS, ACCESSORIES, HI-FI EQUIPMENT 

TOUR CENTRE FOR FRIENDLY HEW—SALES AND SERVICE 
8 STATION PARADE, 
SHEEN LANE, SHEEN, 
LONDON, S.W.M 

Showrooms Open until? p.m. 
PROSPECT 0985 

(Opposite Mort/oke Slotion S.R.) 

WIMBLEDON'S 
TAPE RECORDER CENTRE Agents for; FERROGRAPH, VORTEXION, 

SABA. AMPEX, BRENELL. GRUNDIG. 
REFLECTOGRAPH. TRUVOX, ETC. 

GET IT TAPED THE EXPERT WAY—By letting us install your apparatus 
TEL-LEE-RADIO 

LIBerty 4946 220 The Broadway. WIMBLEDON. S.W.I9 

Cheshire 
STOCKPORT AUDIO CENTRE 

FINEST IN NORTH WEST 
★ 

ALL MODELS 
ON 

COMPARISON 
DEMONSTRA- 

TION 

c99G^ 
/ BEVOX V\ if SIMON^ 
^BuSN&J /^7\ L^r 

A-h&J  TRUVOX—Kv. I. / PHILIPS \ C'CO' 

★ 
EVENING 

DEMONSTRA- 
TIONS BY 

APPOINTMENT 
-FAIRBOTHAM & CO. LTD., 58-62 Lower Hillgate, STO 4872- 

Devon 
PLYMOUTH 

TOM HOLLAND LTD. 
102 CORNWALL STREET Phone 69282 

FERROGRAPH, REVOX, TANDBERG, SIEMENS. AKAI, UHER, SONY. 
B & O STEREOMASTER, FI-CORD. AND 

The largest selection of Hi-Fi equipment in the West 
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YOUR TAPE DEALER 
 Hampshire 

BOURNEMOUTH 
FORRESTER'S 
NATIONAL RADIO SUPPLIES 

LTD 
70-72 Holdenhurst Road Tel. 25232 
Radio-TV components. High-Fidelity. Tape 

HAMILTON ELECTRONICS 
HIGH FIDELITY AND 
TAPE RECORDER 35 LONDON ROAD 
SPECIALISTS 

TEL. 28622 SOUTHAMPTON 

Hertfordshire 

HAMMONDS OF WATFORD 
(Your HI-FI centre for advice & service) 

Agents lor all leading makes of TAPE - RECORDERS - AMPS 
TUNERS - SPEAKERS 4 ACCESSORIES 

Terms 4 P/E Evening Demonstrations 
63 QUEENS RD. WATFORD 27187/36136 

Lancashire 

KIRK 

Specialises in High Fidelity 
ISO HIGHER BRIDGE STREET 

J.SMITH&SON 
HI-FI EQUIPMENT—STEREOGRAHS 
TAPE RECORDERS—2 SHOWROOMS 
Immediate Delivery: B & O, Dynatron, Hacker, 
Saba, Quad, Leak, Sony, Radford, Truvox, Decca, 
Ferrograph. Breoell, Thorens. KEF, etc., etc. 

COMPARATOR DEMS—PERSONAL SERVICE 
Specialists in 'SOUND' for 35 years. 

Leicestershire 

Phone; 2309J 
BOLTON 

184 
THE 

ROCK 
BURY 
LANCS. 

Tel; BURY 1242 

LEICESTER 
ALU YOUR HI Fl REQUIREMENTS 

H.M.V. QUAD LEAK ROGERS 
Speakers by: TANNOY MORDAUNT LOWTHER W.B. 

WHARFEDALE GOODMANS 
Tape; FERROGRAPH REFLECTOGRAPH GRUNDIG 

SIMON BRENELL Record Deportment: ALL LABELS-PARASTAT SERVICE 
LEICESTER CO-OPERATIVE SOCIETY LIMITED, High Street, Leicester. Tel. 20431 

Northamptonshire 

PETERBOROUGH, NORTHANTS Tel: 5643/5644 

CAMPKINS RECORD SHOP 
RECORD TAPE AND HI-FI EQUIPMENT SPECIALISTS 

ADDRESS 15 LONG CAUSEWAY STOCKI 
(IN CITY CENTRE) 

Oxfordshire 

WESTWOOD' S Of 

46 GEORGE STREET 
PHONE: 47783 OXFORD 

READERS' PROBLEMS CONTINUED 

and soften it with methylated spirit, and ensure that the plastic disc is 
absolutely clean and free from grease—this is important. Make sure 
also that there are no particles of worn washer or foreign matter on the 
mounting beneath the disc, on the spindle, or in the brass hush. Re- 
assemble with the flat portion of the spindle to the right as it is re-inserted. 

OILS AND LUBRICATION 
Dear Sir, Can you please give me a name and source of supply for a 
lubricating oil and grease suitable for use with tape recorders ? The 
oil would be for motor bearings, spindles, etc., and the grease for 
sliding parts. Yours faithfully, J.N., Belfast, 4. 

There are a number of alternative types of oil and grease recommended by 
various manufacturers. The choice is wide but the difference between 
brands and grades is small. 

Motors need very little oiling nowadays. Sintered bearings are oil 
retaining and, indeed, the very act of putting a thin oil on a sintered 
hearing is detrimental, causing some of the goodness of the original 
impregnation to be lost, usually due to heat and evaporation. Of course, 
grit and dirt in the bearing has an even worse effect, so the true answer is 
scrupulous cleanliness. Some makers recommend one or two drops per 
hundred playing hours at bearing points (revolving parts), for which Shell 
Vitrea No. 3 is most suitable, though Singer Sewing Machine oil is 
adequate. A graphite based oil is preferable. 

Graphite is the secret, loo, of lubrication for sliding members and 
pivots, there being hardly anything better than molybdenum disulphide 
—sold at garages under the Moiysiip trade-mark. Despite its distasteful 
appearance, this is an excellent lubricant, being quite unaffected by the 
temperature changes likely to occur in a tape recorder. 

RELAY CHATTER ON THE COUNTESS 
Dear Sir, I have a Countess tape recorder which uses spools stacked 

vertically rather than in the more usual mode. 
It has given no trouble until recently when, on pressing the start 

button, the solenoid-operated pinch wheel assembly sometimes "chatters' 
backwards and forwards for a few seconds before taking up its normal 
position against the heads. This has happened during long recording 
sessions when the machine was left to operate by itself. I would be 
grateful for advice on a possible remedy. 

Yours faithfully, J.P., London, E.3. 

Relay chatter has two possible causes. Most likely is a voltage drop, 
which may be due to rectifier deterioration or regulating resistors 
developing a high resistance. In this case, the latter reason is unlikely, 
as the wire wound types employed seem quite adequate for the current 
rating and you should check the voltage supplies to the armature winding. 

Second possibility is mechanical defect due to oxidised contacts ; these 
should be cleaned with a proprietary solvent such as Eleclrolube. It is 
not advisable, however, to adjust the solenoid clearance points unless you 
have the correct tools, including feeler gauges. A return spring at the 
end of the pinch arm may be binding and should be checked before any 
alteration to the solenoid is made. Inspection of the guide rods in the 
channels is also needed, to ensure that there is no binding. Check for dust 
deposits on the armature slide and ensure the physical action is easy. 

FAULTY ERASURE 
Dear Sir, I have an Elizabethan Princess tape recorder which uses the 

Motek tape deck. Although the valves have been changed and the 
heads cleaned, I cannot get the machine to erase completely. When 
attempting to erase the level is merely reduced by half the original 
volume. I can detect no sign of residual magnetism in the erase head 
and the machine records and replays perfectly. Could you suggest 
the possible fault ? Yours faithfully, D.M.P., Newcastle. 

Most likely trouble is that the erase head is out of alignment, or is 
itself faulty. But you should check the cathode of the 6BIV6, which is 
biased by a 220K resistor during playback, this component being shunted 
to deck via pin-6 of the connector plug and the record switch during 
recording. If this is in order, check the 0.003 :iF capacitor across one 
section of the oscillator coil. 
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CLASSIFIED 

ADVERTISEMENTS 

Advertisements for this section must be pre-paid. The rale is 6d. per word 
(private), minimum 7s. 6d. Box Nos. Is. 6d. extra; trade rates 9d. per word, 
minimum 12s. Box Nos. 2s. extra. Copy and remittance for advertisements in 
FEBRUARY 1966 Issue must reach these offices by 20th DECEMBER 
addressed to: The Advertisement Manager, Tape Recorder, Link House, 
Dingwall Avenue, Croydon, Surrey. 
Replies to Box Nos. should be addressed to the Advertisement Manager, 
Tape Recorder, Link House, Dingwall Avenue, Croydon, Surrey, and the 
box no. quoted on the outside of the envelope. The district after box no. 
indicates its locality. 

 FOR SALE  

Grundig TK 830/3D tape recorder 3J/7£ ips, six wall, plays bolh 
ways, excellent performance, cost £110, price £52, Leak Varislope £6 
TLI2 plus, lOOv line £12. point one preamp £8.10,0. Box No. 389 
(Bucks.)  

15 wait Hi-Fi tape recorder, Magnavox Deck, Milliard Amplifier, in 
Rexine cabinet, new, including Goodmans Eleganzia £55. 36 Ley- 
boume Road, Kingsbury, London. N.W.9.  

Grundig T.K. 820 (1955) overhauled (1965.) Reasonable offer 
acceptable. Barry, IS Friary Close, N.I 2. ENTerprise4334.  

F.M. Radio Mike. 88 to 108 mc. Size 1.1'x I" x 7J Including Mike. 
In original carton £20. Or exchange B. & O. Stereo Mike. 46 Broom 
Ridding, Rotherham. 

 WANTED  

Lee Electronics. The Tape Recorder and Hi-Fi Specialists wish to 
purchase good quality Tape and Hi-Fi Equipment for cash. 400 
Edgware Road, W.2. Phone : PADdinglon 5521.  

Highest cash prices offered for good quality Tape Recorders and 
Hi-Fi. Sec our ad. page 540 this issue. R.E.W.. 266 Upper Tooting 
Road, London, S.W.I7.  

London Enlcrtainmenl Company. Interested in using or developing 
your "Sound" knowledge and also enjoying yourself? This young and 
busy Amateur group wants enthusiasts to help with technical side of 
Cabarets and Revues. Contact: Christopher Steer, 12 Beech Avenue, 
Sanderstead. Surrey. 

 TRADE  

Learn While You Sleep. Learn languages, memorise speeches and 
sales presentations, absorb business statistics or the highway code 
while asleep with Learnasleep Equipment. Details from: Sleep 
Learning Supplies (Dept. T.R..) 245 Capworlh Street, Leylon. E.IO. 

Tcmpotapcs—Music 3)' i.p.s. and Castle copyright free sound 
effects 45 r.p.m. discs. Wide selection of titles. 6d. stamp for catalogues 
to: Recorded Tuition Ltd., 174 Maybank Road, South Woodford, 
London. E.I8,  

American 4 Track Stereo Tapes covering most famous labels at 
realistic prices. Why pay more? Imported directly by us, saving 
distributors profits. Vast selection at 75/- each—send S.A.E. for free 
lists or call at London showrooms: Teletape of Marble Arch, 33 
Edgware Road, W.2. 

Yorkshire 

TAPE RECORDER CENTRE (HALIFAX) 
Stock all the best Tape Recorders; Hi-Fi Equipment; 

Tape; L-P Records, etc. 
DEMONSTRATIONS DAILY BY EXPERT STAFF 

2 yean FREE SERVICE ON NEW RECORDERS over £35 
30 King Cross Street, Halifax. 'phone 66832 

— YOUMt TAPE DEALER — 
Staffordshire 

WOLVERHAMPTON WE ARE 

WARNERS for TA N D B E R G 
AUDIO DEPARTMENT, "The World's Finest Tape 

CHAPEL ASH, Recorder" 
SPECIALISTS 

Tel. Wolv. 26581 SALES AND SERVICE 
Surrey 

FARNHAM, SURREY 
The finest selection of Tape Recorders, Hi-Fi Equipment and 

quality Radiograms in the Provinces is awaiting you at:— 

LLOYD & KEYWORTH LTD 
26-27 Downing Street, Farnham, Surrey. Telephone: 5534 
Comparacivo Dcmonscntions. Large stock of Cabinets and Pre-Rccordcd Tapes. 

CROYDON'S 
TAPE RECORDER 

CENTRE 
All leading makes in stock, Hi-Fi equipment, cabinets, etc. 

Service agcnls for AKAt Tape Recorders 
SPALDLNG ELECTRICAL LTD., 
352/354, Lower Addiscomhc Road, ADDiscombe 
CROYDON 1231/2040 

Sussex 

WORTHING, SUSSEX 
Stocking Fcrrograph, Revox, Sony, Tandberg, Truvox, 
Philips, EMI, Luxor, etc., on fully comparative 

Demonstrations 
BOWERS & WILKINS LTD. 

I Becket Bldgs., Littlehampton Road, Worthing 5142 

Warwickshire 

1 

HIGH FIDELITY SOUND EQUIPMENT TASTEFULLY 
DISPUYED FOR YOUR "BROWSE AROUND" ENJOYMENT 

i All loading makes: Amplifiers, Control Equipment, 
1 Loud-speakers, Cabinets, Tuners, Microphones, Tape 
k Recorders and Ancillary Items in stock or quickly 
1 obtainable. 
' Coventry A District Cooperative Society Ltd.. High Fidelity 

Sound Section, Electrical Dept.,First Floor, Central Premises, 
Corporation Street, Coventry. Tel.Coventry 24031-10 lines 

MJ.P.R.B. 
AUDIO i TAPE SALES i SERVICES HIGhbury 4182 

FISHER, TRIO, B & O, LEAK. QUAD, ARMSTRONG. 
SONY. TRUVOX 

PERSONAL ATTENTION 
39 YORK ROAD ■ KINGS HEATH BIRMINGHAM ■ 14 

Wiltshire 

SOUTHERN ENGLAND 
HI-FI AND TAPE RECORDER CENTRES 

J. F. SUTTON 
SALISBURY 

50 BLUE BOAR ROW 
SOUTHAMPTON 

421 SHIRLEY ROAD 
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CLASSIFIED ADVERTISEMENTS — TRADE continued 

TRUVOX 

The new Truvo* "Series 40" (see page 519) is the first professional 
recorder with the amateur price tag. Yours, in all its shining new 
splendour, tor only 44—repeal, 44 GNS! If you didn't receive our 
leaflet in the last issue, write to K, C. Smith at 

TRUVOX LIMITED (Dept. 40C), NEASDEN LANE, LONDON, NW10 

—Ferrodynamics' "INTERNATIONAL" Tape— 
Highest Quality -fc Cello Wrapped + Colour Coded Guaranteed 

Standard Play 
5 in. 600 fc. Acetate 
7 in. 1,200 ft. Acetate 
Long Play 
5 in. 900 ft. Acetate 
Si in. 1.200 ft. Acetate 
7 in. 1,800 ft. Acetate 

7/9 
11/9 
9/9 11/9 

13/9 

19/- 
Long Play 
7 in. 1.800 ft. Polyester 
Double Play 5 in. 1,200 ft. Polyester ... ... M/- 
SJ in. 1,800 fc. Polyester  20/- 
7 in. 2,400 ft. Polyester   22/6 

Post and packing, 2/- per order Also message and triple-play tapes. S.A.E. for list. Special terms for Clubs. 
Trade inquiries welcomed. LEDA TAPES, 30 Baker Street, London, W.I 

New World famous recording tapes. Polyester base and fully 
guaranteed. Sin. 600ft. 7/-. SJin, 900ft. 9/6, 7in. 1.200ft. 12/-, Sin. 900ft. 
9/-. SJin. l.2(Xlfl. 12/6, 7in. I,800fl. 13/6. p/p I/- per spool, Starman 
Tapes (T.R.), 421 Staines Road, Bedfonl, Middx. 

A unique tape buy! Top brand 7" 2.400fl. 25/-, 5J" l,200rt. 15/-, 
P. & P. I at 2/-, 2 at 2/9, 3/6 at 3/6. Bargains in all sizes. S.a.e. for 
list, E. C. Kingsley & Co. Ltd., 93 Tottenham Court Road, London, 
W.I. EUSton 6500. 

Rexine covered carrying cases to hold twelve tapes. 7" size 42/-, 53" size 
37/-. Special offer of 5" size 30/-. S.a.e. for illustration. L.G.R. 
Products, 92 Keith Way, Soulhend-on-Sea, Essex. 

Tape Decks; sale of decks which have been used for display purposes, 
but otherwise as new. Ferrog/Wearile Series five tape deck; Planet 
deck; Collaro Studio deck; Gerrard magazine tape deck. One of each 
at much reduced prices. Lanes. Hi-Fi. 8 Deansgate, Manchester.  

Audio Supply saves members' money. 60-page Hi-Fi catalogue 4/6. 
Tapes transferred to LPs. 10 Clifford Street, London, W.l. 

STUDIO FACILITIES 

John Hasscll Recordings. Tape to Disc. Latest high level micro- 
groove cutting system. Competitive prices. Studio and Mobile 
Services. 21 Nassau Road, London, S.W.13. Riverside 7150. 

Rapid Recording Service. Records made from your own tapes. 
(48 hour service). Master Discs and pressings. Recording Studio— 
Demo. Discs. Mobile Recordings, any distances. Brochure from 21 
Bishops Close, E.I7. 

Tape to Disc. Latest high-level Disc Cutting systems. Top profes- 
sional quality at provincial rales. 7" 45 from 18/-. 40fl. Studio. 
S.A.E. leaflet. Deroy, 52 Hesl Bank Lane, Lancaster. 

Ilford Sound Recording Service. Tape to disc—pressings—studio 
recordings—weddings, school choirs, etc. S.a.e. for list. 445 High 
Street North, Manor Park, London, E.12. Phone : GRA 5107 or 
evenings CRE 8947. 

TAPE EXCHANGES 

Tape Recorder for Christmas ? For 3d. stamp we will tell you how to 
use it fully, fascinatingly for 365 days each year! World-wide Tapetalk, 
35 The Gardens, Harrow. 

PERSONAL 

Learn While You Sleep. Free booklet from : The Sleep Learning 
Association, 14 Belsizc Crescent, Hampstead, N.W.3. 

  YOUR TAPE DEALER — 
Scotland 

' Edinburgh's TAPE RECORDER 
specialist,Hi-Fi Corner 

Fcrrograph—Grundig—Telcfunkcn—Philips, clc. | 
W. G. Graham, Assoc. Brit. I.R.E. | 
Tape to Disc Recording Service 

I 

I Haddington Place, 
EDINBURGH. 

Phone WAV 7901 
Agent for The Famous Healhkits. 

- TAPE TO DISC SERVICES - 
Members of the Association of Professional Recording Studios who can 

be relied on to give satisfaction 

MJB RECORDING AND TRANSCRIPTION SERVICE 
Mono and stereo records : latest cutting methods — automatic vari- 
groove, feedback cutter heads, limiters and equalisers — techniques 
hitherto available only to the professional, facilitating high undistorted 
cutting levels and extended playing times even from amateur recordings. 
Booklet available. 
40 QUEEN STREET. MAIDENHEAD, BERKS. (Tel. 25204) 

TAPE RECORDERS - AUDIO EQUIPMENT - DISC 
CUTTING STD & LP FROM TAPE . STUDIO 
FACILITIES - HIRE SERVICE - SALES - EXCHANGES 

HAGNEGRAPH 

Hanway Place, London, W.l. Tel. ; UN 2156 

STUDIO 

Republic 

FOR ALL AUDIO 

SERVICES 
Church Farm, Pinner, Middx. tapes • discs • p.a. 
Tel: Field End 5555 studio • dubbing • mobile 

ADVERTISERS* INDEX 

B.A.S.F. Chemicals Ltd. . . .. outside back cover 
Braddock, C., Ltd 548 
Brown, A., & Sons Ltd 550 
Dc Villiers (Electrical World) Ltd.  548 
E.M.I. Tape Ltd 522 
Ever Ready (Great Britain) Ltd. inside front cover 
Francis of Strealham   inside back cover 
Grampian Reproducers Ltd inside back cover 
Heathkit (Dayslrom Ltd.) 528 
K.J. Enterprises 550 
Kodak Ltd 530 
Lee Electronics Ltd.  536 
Lennard Developments Ltd 532 
NuSound  520-521 
Philips Electrical Ltd 524 
Psychology Tapes Ltd. .. .. .. .. .. -• 536 
Recorder Co.  548 
R.E.W. (Earlsfield) Ltd 540 
Reps (Tape Recorders) Lid 544 
Sound Systems  536 
Truvox Ltd.  519 
Walker, N 550 
Weslwood .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . ■ 536 
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INDEX TO 

VOLUME? 

FEBRUARY 1-44 JUNE 189-232 OCTOBER 365-408 
MARCH 45-88 JULY 233-276 NOVEMBER 409-464 
APRIL 89-136 AUGUST 277-316 DECEMBER 465-516 
MAY 137-188 SEPTEMBER 317-364 JANUARY 517-560 

ABC of Tape Recording 103,165, 197. 248, 284, 336, 375, 
Adapted Compressor  
Adastrelte 3W Amplifier   
Akai Prices Down Again   
Alba R16 and R17  
American Equipment in London 
Ampex AG-350 Transistorised Studio Recorder 
Ampe* Break Video Price Barrier 
Ampex Domestic Video Recorder 
Ampex 2073 (see reviews) 
Art of Audio Design 
Audio Diary 
Audio Fair Exhibitors List 
Audio Fair 1966 
Audio Fair Preview 
Audio Fair Report 
Audio Fair Tickets 

441, 480, 534 
195 
267 
195 
455 
283 
283 
331 
151 

373 
505 

427,525 
101 
525 
156 
242 
101 

AUTHORS 
Anscomb, J. H. 

Cartoons  
The Sounds of Christmas .. 
Our Feathered Friends on Tape 
Recording an Orchestra 

Balmain, G. 
Who Reads'Which? .. 

6, 13, 53, 151, 195, 331 
 631 
  209 
 353 

265 
Bishop, D. G. 

Radio Tizard 432 
Cloud. G. A. 

Construct a Slroboscopic Tape Printer 378 
Dance, J. B. 

Simple Methods for Improving the Performance of Tape 
Recorders   

Farsky, Tony 
At the Embers (tape review)   
Audio Visual Handbook (book review) 
Basie Eckstine Incorporated (tape review) 
Ben Webster Meets Coleman Hawkins (tape review) 
Bill Le Sage/Ronnie Ross Quartet (tape review) 
Ella Fitzgerald Sings the Jerome Kern Songbook (tape review) 
Ellington Showcase (tape review) 
Great Ellingtonians 
Hide and Seekers (tape review) 
Immortal Fats, The (tape review) 
Kings of Percussion (tape review) 
Me and Buck (tape review) 
Memphis Slim (tape review) 
Only the Blues (tape review) 
Seekers. The (tape review) .. 
Song of the Wanderer (tape review) 
Sonny Terry A Brownie McGhee (tape review) 

Fisher, J. H. 
Improvements to the Brenell Tape Amplifier 

Foord, A. 
Comprehensive Mixing Unit   25 
Lengthening Crystal Microphone Leads 526 

Ford, B. J. 
Tape Recorded Evidence  247 

Gaselee, John 
Buying on Hire Purchase   .. 27 

Golding, R. 
Centronics Cinesound Examination  115 
Starting a Tape Circle  541 

69 

529 
438 
257 
381 
257 
603 

15 
529 
183 

15 
503 
381 
335 
503 
183 
335 
123 

382 

Goodall, G. 
Barber/Delius Concertos (tape review) 
Beethoven Piano Concerto (tape review) 
Beethoven Symphony No. 9 (tape review) 
Beethoven Violin Concerto (tape review) 
Elgar Enigma Variations (tape review) 
Elgar Symphony No. 1 (tape review) 
Grieg and Schumann Concertos (tape review) .. 
Haydn, Brahms Symphonies No. 100/1 (tape review) 
Haydn London Symphonies (tape review) 
Kodaly Hary Janos Suite, Dances of Galanla and other item 

(tape review)  
La Traviata (tape review)   
Mahler Symphony No. 7 (tape review) 
Nutcracker Suite (tape review) 
Planets, The (tape review) 
Scheherazade (tape review) .. 
Sleeping Beauty/Swan Lake (tape review) 
Symphonie Fantastique (tape review) 
Vaughan Williams (tape review) 
Wagner Overtures (tape review) 

Gordon, M. 
Battery Powered Tape Recorders .. 

381 
257 
335 

16 
61 

335 
16 

123 
503 

381 
183 
529 
257 
123 

61 
15 
63 

503 
529 

Haines, D. 
Beware ot the Birds (play) 
Don't Let Me Persuade You (play) 
Flying Lesson (play) .. 
George and the Dragon (play) 
Situation Vacant (play) 
Spot of Trouble (play) 
Taping the Battle of Waterloo 

Haynes, I. S. R. 
Hospital Mixer, A  

Hellyer, H. W. 
Art of Audio Design. The  
Fil-magic Cleaning Accessories review  
Living with DIN  
Printer's Error  
Tape Recorders—How they work (book review) 
Tape Recorder Service 

29, 72, 124, 173, 217, 261, 302, 350, 395, 447. 
Jack, Nl. 

With Coke Obbligato  
King, G. J. 

Towards Bolter Taping 

497, 538 

487 
17 

219 
289 
111 
59 

532 

296 

505 
549 
210 
107 
438 

483, 542 

153 

19, 66, 108, 176, 214, 251, 290, 355, 392, 428 
Transistor Microphone Booster 436 

Kirk, D. K. 
ABC of Tape Recording 103, 165, 197, 248, 336, 375, 441, 480, 534 
Field Trial of Battery Portables 57.161.213.259.301,349 
The Tape Recorder in the Classroom (book review) 74 

Lyons, D. 
The Unpaid Assistant   

Nash, H. 
Sound off in the Youth Clubs   

Plumtree, B. R, S. 
Grampian Reverberation Unit (review)   
Philips EL 3548 (review)   
Philips ET 1042/10 Mixer (review)  

Podbrey, M. 
Pattern of Poetry, No. 1 (tape review)   
Pattern of Poetry, No. 2 (tape review)   
Scenes and Speeches from Shakespeare, Vol. 1 (tape review) 
Scenes and Speeches from Shakespeare, Vol. 2 (tape review) 

Rasmussen, E. 
The Danish Way with Tape  

Robinson, D. P. 
Stereo Techniques  

Rogers, G. T. 
Variable Speed Tape Winding  206 

(continued overleaf) 

398 

65 

79 
129 
399 

15 
61 
61 

123 

293 

340 
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VOLUME SEVEN INDEX CONTINUED 

Rubin, F. 
Learn While You Sleep 

Russell, R. 
The New Arrival (play) 

SambeK, L. 
Domestic Recorders in the USSR .. 

Sheekey, R. A. 
The Sound of Son et Lumiere 

332 

.. 169 

Stevens, G. A. 
Transistor Microphone Preamplifier 

Turner, P. D. 
Colswold Roundabout 
On Collecting People  
Under the Stairs   

.. 537 

112 

Tutchings, A. 
Ampex 2073 review   
Bang and Olufsen Stereomaster review 
Beyer M80 Microphone review 
Clarke and Smith TR 634 review 
Cossor CR 1607 review 
Eagle Continental review 
Grundig TK23A Automatic review .. 
Kodak Tape reviews  
Magnavox 363 (Sludiomalic) review 
Revox 736 review   
Scotch Magnetic Tape Viewer review 
Sony TC 500 review  
Synchrolape review  
Teletunken M.300 review 

Wigens, A. 
Sound and Cine 

55 
9 

294 

547 
221 
509 

77 
307 
507 
269 
309 
457 
359 
271 
179 
225 
35 

York, M. 
Construct a Tape Storage Box 
Ideas on Indexing 
Mind your Feet   
Souvenirs in Sound 

339, 385, 443, 479, 533 

 489 
 205 
 287 
 445 

B 
Background Music and Sound Effects Disc 
Baird Varsity 101  
Bang and Olufsen Distribution Arrangement 
Bang and Olufsen—Northern Distributors .. 
Bang and Olufsen Service   
Bang and Olufsen Stereomaster (see reviews) 
Bang and Olufsen Tape Unit  
Battery Powered Tape Recorders 
BBC Cover the Contest  
Beware of the Birds (play)   
Beyer Microphones   
Beyer M80 (see reviews) 
Binders—Price Increase   
Books reviewed (see reviews) 
Brencll Tape Amplifier Improvements 
Brentford Tape Recording Course 
British Tape Recording Contest 
British Tape Recording Contest, Judges' Verdicts 
Brown Stereo Headset  
BSR TD10 Tape Deck Analysed 
BTRC 1965   
BTRC Prize-giving   

Canned Music on 4-inch tape .. 
Clarke and Smith TR 634 (see reviews) 
Classless Postage   
Combined Radio i Battery Tape Recorder 
Comprehensive Mixing Unit, Part 2 
Confidence in Sales Staff 
Confidence in Service Staff 

545 
127 
101 

6 
53 

75 
497, 538 

526 
.. 487 

127 

382 
331 
101 
391 
545 
386 
391 
477 

241 

203 
241 
25 

288 
288 

Constant Recording Current—correction to book review 
Construct a Slroboscopic Tape Printer   
Continental Copyright  
Centronics Cine-sound Examination   
Copyright Confusion Ended in Germany  
Cossor CR 1607 (see reviews) 
Cotswold Roundabout  
Crystal Microphone Leads, Lengthening   

D 
Danish Way with Tape, The 
Death of Leslie Guest 
Deroy Tape Copying Service 
DIN—The System Explained 
Domestic Recorders in the USSR 
Don't Let Me Persuade You (play) 

Eagle Continental (see reviews) 
Efficient Servicing 
Elizabethan Export to USA 
Endless Music   
Emitape Triple Play 
Esoteric Change of Address .. 

Factory Training by Tape 
Ferguson—Three New Recorders 
Ferguson 3214   
Fi-Cord at New Premises 
Fidelity Playmaster (transistorised) 
Fidelity Playmatic  

FIELD TRIALS OF BATTERY PORTABLES 
Grundig TK6 
Philips EL 3586 
Telefunken M.300 . 
O-Cord R.119K 
Sanyo Micropack . 
Akai X-4 

Fil-Magic Cleaning Accessories 
Fil-Magic Cleaning Accessories (see reviews) 
Film and Tape at the BKSTS 
Fire Hoaxers Trapped by Tape 
Flying lesson (play)   
Foord Mixer Correction  
Footage Counter  

George and the Dragon (play)  
German Trio Adopt Standard Cassette 
Grampian Reverberation Unit (see reviews) 
Grampian Review—Manufacturers' Comment 
Grundig Announce Video Tape Recorder .. 
Grundig Factory Visit 
Grundig Launch Competition for Schools .. 
Grundig Luxus Recorders   
Grundig Price Changes .. 
Grundig Recorders Survive Rough Treatment 
Grundig TK 23A Automatic (see reviews) 
Grundig TK400 (details)  
Guarantees and Service .. 

H 
Harvey Bulk Erasers 
Head Cleaning Sticks 

7 
378 
439 
115 
373 

55 
526 

293 
6 

427 
210 
169 
17 

63 
195 
22 

545 
7 

373 
267 
451 
195 
451 
451 

57 
161 
213 
259 
301 
349 

151 
427 
219 
101 
287 

289 
373 

101 
283 
119 
373 
127 

6 
331 

305 
13 

127 
127 

556 
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Heathkit Audio Mixer 
Healhkit Exhibitions 
Helical Scan at the BBC 
Hoddinott Ribbon Microphone 
Horocontrol Elapsed Time Indicator 
Hospital Mixer   

331 
53 

283 
63 

267 
296 

Philips EL 3794 D/OO car-mounting unit 
Philips ET 1042/10 Mixer (see reviews) 
Philips NP 1630 car tape recorder kit. 
Philips Prolessional Recorders 
Photo Cine Fair  
Plugs and Leads  
Polilechna—New Premises 
Printer's Error 

455 

455 
7 

151 
203 
283 
107 

Ideas on Indexing 
Imperfect Spooling—Letters  
Improvements to the Brenell Tape Amplifier 
In and Around the Audio Fair .. 

205 
504 
382 
242 

Q 
O-Cord Price Increase 
O-Cord R.119K Field Trii 

477 
259 

J R 

Japanese Recorder Sales Booming 
Jason Change of Address 

427 
7 

K 
Kodak Tapes (see reviews) 
Kodak Tape Review—Postscript 

Leader Tape   
Lengthening Crystal Microphone Leads 
Lennard 'Dry-Splice'   
Letters   
Living with DIN 

11, 121, 201 

403 

11 
526 
545 

288, 439, 504 
210 

M 
Magnavox Sludiomatic Analysis   
Magnavox Studiomatic (see reviews) 
Man with the Microphone 
Marcaddy Cable Reel  
Maslerlape Free Offer and New Name   
Mastertape Solve Threading Problem   
Meters or Eyes?  
Mind Your Feel  
Miniflux Wow and Flutter Meter   
Mixer—Modifications to the Robinson Studio for Hospital Use 
MSS Send-a-Message Tape  
Music Before Dinner   

490 

195 
305 
151 
427 
477 
287 
545 
296 

75 
545 

N 
New Arrival (play)   
New Products 
Nusound Introduce New Sales Technique 

 332 
75, 127, 267, 305, 451,545 
 373 

o 
On Collecting People  
Optacord 408 Mains/Battery Portable 
Our Feathered Friends on Tape 
Our Readers Write 

Pamphonic Change of Address 
Perdio T.26  
Perfect Tape Recorder—Readers' Views 
Philips Approach to Audio Connectors 
Philips EL 3548 (see also reviews) 
Philips EL 3552 and 3556 

  9 
  75 

.. 209 
11,121,201,288,439,504 

7 
455 
32 

203 
129 
455 

Radiophonics at the BKS 
Radio Show to be International 
Radio Show Cancelled ., 
Radio Tizard 
Readers' Letters  

 283 
 432 

11, 121, 201, 288, 439 504 

READERS' PROBLEMS 
Accelerating Soundmirror 
Connecting a Projector .. 
Damaging Tape Records 
Definitions  
Flutter on the Motek Deck 
Magnetised Head with Linear 45X 
Squeaking Tape 
Tape Head Wear .. 

R (continued) 
Recording an Orchestra (cartoons) 
Recording Bird Song 
Recording Underground 
Reslo Microphone Boom (details) 

83 
39 
39 
39 

311 
311 
311 
83 

353 
117 
331 
305 

REVIEWS 
Books 

Audio-Visual Handbook by R. Cable  438 
Tape Recorders—How They Work by C. G. Weslcolt and 

R. F. Dubbe 438 
The Tape Recorder by C. G. Nijsen   74 
The Tape Recorder in the Classroom by J. Weslon .. .. 74 

Microphones 
Beyer M80 

Tape Accessories 
Fil-Magic Cleaning Accessories 
Grampian Reverberation Unit 
Kodak Standard, DP, TP, and QP 
Kodak Tape reviews—Postscript 
Philips ET 1042/10 Mixer 
Scotch Magnetic Tape Viewer 
Synchrotape   

Tape Decks 
Magnavox 363 (Sludiomatic) ,, 

Tape Recorders 
Ampex 2073   
Bang and Olufsen Slereomaster 
Clarke and Smith TR 634 
Cossor CR 1607 
Eagle Continental 
Grundig TK 23A Automatic .. 
Philips EL 3548   
Revox 736   
Sony TC 500   
Telefunken M,300 .. 

509 

549 
79 

309 
403 
399 
271 
225 

457 

547 
221 
77 

307 
507 
269 
129 
359 
179 
35 

(continued overleaf) 
557 
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VOLUME SEVEN INDEX CONTINUED Supersound Tape Recorder 
Synchrodek—New Distributors 
Synchrotape (see reviews) 

453 
53 

Tape Records 
At the Embers  
Barber. Delius Concertos   
Basie Eckstine Incorporated  
Beethoven Piano Concerto No. 3 in C minor 
Beethoven Symphony No. 9  
Beethoven Violin Concerto  
Ben Webster Meets Coleman Hawkins 
Elgar Enigma Variations   
Elgar Symphony No. 1   
Ella Fitzgerald Sings the Jerome Kern Songboo 
Ellington Showcase 
Great Etlingtonians   
Grieg and Schuman Concertos 
Haydn/Brahms Symphonies No. 100,'No. 1 
Haydn London Symphonies 
Hide and Seekers 
Immortal Fats, The 
Kings of Percussion .. 
Kodaly, Hary Janos Suite 
La Traviala (Verdi) 
Mahler Symphony No, 7 
Me and Buck 
Memphis Slim .. 
Nutcracker Suite (Tchaikovsky) 
Only the Blues .. 
Pattern of Poetry, No. 1 
Pattern of Poetry, No. 2 
Planets, The 
Scenes and Speeches from Shakespeare Vol. 1 
Scenes and Speeches from Shakespeare Vol. 2 
Scheherazade   
Seekers, The  
Sleeping Beauty/Swan Lake .. 
Song of the Wanderer.. 
Sonny Terry and Brownie McGhee 
Symphonie Fantastique 
Vaughan Williams   
Wagner Overtures   

R (continued) 
Revo* 736 (see reviews) 
Robuk Open Leeds Office 
RSGB Exhibition Boosted by Radio Show 

529 
381 
257 
257 
335 

16 
381 

61 
335 
503 

15 
529 

16 
123 
503 
183 

15 
503 
381 
183 
529 
381 
335 
257 
503 

15 
61 

123 
61 

123 
61 

183 
15 

335 
123 
63 

503 
529 

373 
373 

T 

Sanyo MR 909 Twintone   
Schaub-Lorenz Music Centre  241 
Scotch Album Pack   453 
Scotch Baby Speaks Out   151 
Scotch Magnetic Tape Viewer (see reviews) 
Sense of Priority  331 
Silencing Squeaking Tapes   .. 427 
Simple Methods for Improving the Performance of Tape Recorders 69 
Situation Vacant (play)  111 
Sleep Learning  201, 288, 439 
Son et Lumiere at Southwark Cathedral 254 
Son et Lumiere, The Sound of 537 
Sony Distribution Arrangements 101 
Sony Domestic Video Recorder 53 
Sony—Northern Distributors 6 
Sony Service   53 
Sony TC 500 (see reviews)   179 
Sony TC 357-4, TC 250A, TC 900, TC 135 .. .. 451 
Sound and Cine   339, 38 443, 479, 533 
Sound and Light at Southwark Cathedral 254 
Sounds of Christmas (cartoons) 531 
Sound off in the Youth Clubs  65 
Sound of Son et Lumiere   537 
Souvenirs in Sound 445 
Spot of Trouble (play)   59 
Starling a TapeCircle  541 
Stella ST 472   453 
Stereo International   53 
Stereo Tape Recorder Survey  342 
Stereo Techniques   340 
Slop-foil Improvisation  439 
Stroboscopic Tape Printer   378 

Tackling Contests with Tape 
Tandberg Mini-Lab 
Tandberg Shock Test .. 
Tape Aids Electrification 
Tape at the APAE Exhibition 
Tape at the Hotel Russell 
Tape Copying Service .. 
Tape Decks Analysed 
Tape Footage Counter 
Tape Head Wear .. 
Tape Recorded Evidence 
Tape Recorder Maintenance—New Catalogue 

TAPE RECORDER SERVICE 
Akai 345   
Clarke and Smith 634/635 
Continuing the Elizabethan Range 
Concluding the Elizabethan Range 
Elizabethan  
Fidelity and some General Facts 
Philips EL 3300 
Philips EL 3585 EL 3586 .. 
Philips (EL 3548) Stereo Models 
Philips EL 3534 A/15 
Philips—Recap 
Sanyo Micropack M-35 .. 

T (continued) 
Tape Recorders Cause Strike in Law Courts 
Tape Record reviews (see reviews) 
Tape Storage Box, Construct a 
Taping the Battle of Waterloo 
Teaching English with Tape  
Television Recorders lot Hire  
Tempotape Tape Records   
They Write on Tape   
Three-in-one Tape Head   
Thorn SA 100 Playback Amplifier 
Towards Better Taping .. 19,66,108,176, 
Transistor Microphone Booster 
Transistor Microphone Preamplifier .. 
Transistor Tape Amplifier (postscript) 
Tutchings Test Tapes  

263 
525 
241 

7 
195 
156 
427 

86, 490 
287 
201 
247 
373 

542 
29 

350 
395 
302 
483 
447 
173 
217 
261 
124 

72 

214, 251,29 355, 

53 

u 
Uher4000L, 724, 22, 24   
Under the Stairs  
Universal Tape Playback Preamplifier 
Unpaid Assistant  

489 
532 
477 

53 
525 
155 
373 
453 

92, 428 
436 
112 

6 
305 

453 
294 

6 
398 

V 
Variable Speed Tape Winding 
Variable Speed Tape Winding Postscript 

w 
Weller Soldering Kit 
Wesgrove—Change of Address 
Wesgrove Television Recorder 
West Hyde Automatic Tape Player 
Who Reads'Which?' .. 
With Coke Obbllgalo 
World of Tape 
World's First Tape Recorder 
Write on Tape, They 
Wyndsor in Flames 

206 
283 

545 
477 

75 
305 
265 
153 

477, 525 
6 

155 
241 
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pu ve 

gut to 

hand it to 

them 

UN 

hand what to whom? The Grampian DP4 

microphone to its users and to Grampian. 

This outstandingly light-weight mike has 

achieved world-wide success both with 

amateurs and professionals in public speak- 
ing, recording and broadcasting studios. 

This medium-priced all-rounder is remark- 

ably reliable and sensitive to a wide range 

of sounds—uniform frequency response to 

all sounds between 50-15,000 c/s. The 
DP4 complete with connectors and 18 ft. 

screened lead:— low impedance model 

C8. 5, 0., medium and high impedance 

model E9. 5. 0. A complete range of stands, 

swivel-holders, reflectors and other acces- 

sories is available. 

Obtainabfe from all good dealers. For illustrated 
literature and information, write or telephone: 
GRAMPIAN REPRODUCERS LTD 
Hanworth Trading Estate. Feltham, Middlesex 
Telephone: FELtham 2657. 

FRANCIS OF 

STREATHAM 

MAINS TAPE RECORDERS 
99 gns. Akai 445   

Akai M.8 Stereo 
Akai ST.I Stereo ... 
Akai 3S5 Stereo 
*Bcocord 2000 
•Beocord 1500 •Brenell STL2 
•Brenell Mk. 5/M Series •Brenell Mk. 5 Series ill 
Cossor 1607 Stereo 4 Tr 
Elizabethan Auto ... 
Elizabethan LZ34 ... 
Elizabethan LZ32 ... 
Elizabethan 511 4 Tr. St. Elizabethan LZI02 ... 
•Ferrograph 631 
•Fcrrograph 632 Stereo 
Fidelity Major 
Fidelity Playmaster 2 Tr 
Fidelity Playmatic ... 
Grundig TKI7L 
Grundig TKI4L 
Grundig TKI8L 
Grundig 23L Auto ... 
Grundig TK40 4 Tr ... 
Grundig TK4I 2 Tr . 
•Grundig TK46 4 Tr. St. 
Grundig TKI20 
Philips 3556   
Philips 3558   
Philips 3553   
Philips 2 Tr. Auto 3552 
•Revo* 736   
•Saba Stereo TK230 
Sony 200   
Sony 500   
Stella 458 4 Tr. 
•Tandberg Series 6 
•Tandberg Scries 7 
•Tandberg Series 8 2 Tr. 

146 gns. 
--- gns. 250 gns. 
105 
119 gns. 
89 gns. 

£150 
93 gns, 
74 gns. 57 gns. 
26 gns. 
34 gns. 
32 gns. 
39 gns. 
49 gns. 88 gns. 

I IS gns. 
35 gns. 
21 gns. 
28 gns. 
43 gns. 37 gns. 
41 gns. 
49 gns. 
87 gns. 
83 gns. 107 gns. 
2»igns. 62 gns. 
42 gns. 
36 gns. 
24 gns. 

124 gns. 
94 gns. 
72 gns. 

105 gns. 
39 gns. 

110 gns. 
93 gns. 
54 gns. 

•Tandberg Series 8 4 Tr. ... 59 gns. 
•Tandberg Series 9 ... 69 gns. 
Telefunken 55   43 gns. 
•Telefunken 85 de luxe ... 83 gns. 
•Telefunken 96 4 Tr. ... 69 gns. 
•Telefunken 98 i Tr. Stereo 95 gns. 
Telefunken 203   69 gns. 
Telefunken 201   44 gns. 
•Truvox R.I02 ... ... 76 gns. 
•Truvo* R.I04   79 gns. 
•Truvox PD.102 Stereo ... 93 gns. 
•Truvox POI04 Stereo ... 89 gns. 
•Vortexion WVA 3.speed £96.7.0 
•Vortexion WVB 3-specd £115.10 
•Vortexion CBL Stereo ... £172 
Wyndsor 707 2 Tr 29 gns. 

BATTERY PORTABLES 
Akai X-IV 4 Tr. Stereo ... 131 gns. 
Grundig TK6 ... ... 69 gns. Cossor 1621   26 gns. 
Loewe Opta 416  SI gns. 
Loewe Opta 408   39 gns. Grundig EN3 Notebook ... 23 gns. 
•Fi-cord 202 A  66 gns. 
Philips EL330I  26 gns. 
Philips 3586   26 gns. Stella 471   26 gns. 
Stella 472   26 gns. 
Uhcr 4000L 103 gns. 
Telefunken 300   49 gns. 
Telefunken 301   54 gns. 

•Microphone extro 
MAINS POWER PACKS - 

Philips. Stella or Cossor ... £5.12.0 
Fi-Cord  £7.10.0 
Uher 4000, with recharge- 

able cell  18 gns. 
Telefunken 300 with rechargeable 

cell £19.10.0 Tope to disc and copy service. 

LEADING STOCKISTS OF EQUIPMENT FOR 

TAPE and HI-FI 
... and NO EXTRA FOR CREDIT TERMS 
Minimum Deposit 
No Interest or Service Charges on H.P. up to 18 months 
Free Service during Guarantee Period 

• MICROPHONES, 
MIXERS, ETC. 

Hammond condenser M. 100 29 gns. 
Grampian Reflector ... £6.15.0 
Grampian Ribbon ... ... £11.10.0 
Grampian DP/4 Dynamic... £8.5.0 
Reslo Ribbon   £11.2.6 
AKGD.II9  £24.10.0 
AKG D.I4S  £10.0.0 
AKG D.I9C £17.10.0 
Eagle Mixer  3 gns. 
Grundig Mixer Stereo ... 18 gns. 
Fi-cord TM II Mixer ... £11.5.0 
AKG K 50 Headphones ... £7.10.0 
Philips Pre-amp   £6.10.0 

Also in stock: microphones by 
ACOS, FILM INDUSTRIES. 
TELEFUNKEN, BEYER, etc. 

• TAPES & ACCESSORIES 
Standard, Long, Double, Triple Play 
in all sizes by all leading makers. 
• DEFLUXERS BY WEARITE, 

WALGAIN 
% Pre-recorded Tapes by Columbia. 
H.M.V. and all E.M.I. Labels, Crown, 
Phonoband, etc. 
Bib. Bond and E.M.I, splicers. Matching 
transformers. Plugs, sockets, etc. 
Prices subject to alteration as announced 
by manufacturers. 
STANDS OF ALL TYPES 

HI-FI DEFT. 
# STEREO AND MONO 

AMPLIFIERS 
Quad Pye Rogers Cadet Mk III 
Leak Armstrong Triplctone 
Scott B & O Truvox  
# TUNERS 
Quad Rogers Pye Leak 
Armstrong B & O Triplctone 
# LOUDSPEAKERS 
Quad Pye Rogers W.B. Kef 
WharfedaleGoodmansTannoy 
Lowther Leak Elac Truvox 
B & O SHB Tandberg Ditton 
0 MOTORS. PICKUPS 
GARRARD incl. Acos 
SP.25. 401, etc Thorens 
Goldring Tannoy Connoisseur Shure 
DECCA incl. Ronette 
ffssMk. Ml Sonotone Deram, etc. B & O 
Philips SMEMk. II 
Ortofon ADC BSR Pickering Transcription 
All types of Diamond and Sapphire 
styli. stereo and mono. Microhfts, 
Garrard, Go/dringond Acos Pressure 
Gauges. Disc Preener. Acos Dust 
Bug. Clcarview Cabinets by 

Record Housing and G.K.D. 

169-173 STREATHAM HIGH ROAD, LONDON, S.W.I6 
STReatham 0466/0192 Between St. Leonard's Church 

and Streatham Station 
Please note this is our only address OPEN ALL DAY SATURDAY—EARLY CLOSING WEDNESDAY 
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The only catch about 

this new better-looking, longer-lasting 

library box from BASF is deliberate. 

(It goes click) 

Inside the hard wearing Rolystyrol case of the new 
BASF library box is a hard wearing Rolystyrol catch. 
Its sole function is to ensure that when the easy-swivel 
cassettes click tight, they stay tight. So your tapes stay 
in. And the dust stays out. 
The new BASF library box is better-looking, harder 
wearing — and costs no more. It's solidly built to 

—THE SYMBOL OF AUTHENTIC SOUND 

give your valuable tapes greater protection, longer 
playing life than ever before. The new library box is 
available with either Long Play or Double Play tape in 
5", 5|' and 7* spools. See it at your dealer's now. And for 
a ready reference to your collection ask him for the 
BASF Library Index, FREE. 

Mf 

1865 
1965 

BASF CHEMICALS LIMITED - 5a Gillespie Road, London, N.5 - Tel: CANonbury 2011 
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